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rfassociation@gmail.com

www.royalfree.nhs.uk/rfa

Peter Howden on:
01406 540647

The Royal Free Association
UCL Medical School
Royal Free Campus
Rowland Hill Street
Hampstead
London, NW3 2PF



Keep in Contact!
Please keep in touch, and let us 
know of any changes to your 
contact details! 

To receive contact details for 
reunions, or to provide content 
for next year’s newsletter, 
please contact Tanya Shennan 
by emailing:

rfassociation@gmail.com

Or 
Peter Howden
Ivy Cottage
Jekils Bank
Holbeach St Johns
Spalding
PE12 8RG.
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RFA 2019

Report from the President

In these challenging times, 
increasing demands on the health 
service and uncertainties linked to 
the Brexit situation fill the news and 
cause concern. However, I think that 
for the RFA membership it is more 
important in this President’s report 
to draw together the many positive 
aspects of the Royal Free Trust and 
the UCL Medical School, to show 
the ongoing achievements of both 
despite such a challenging world. 

Last year I wrote about the 
70th anniversary of the NHS, and the 
promotion of our Medical Director, 
Professor Stephen Powis to Medical 
Director of NHS England. This year 
I relate another loss from the Royal 
Free at high level, but which should 
be seen as a mark of recognition of 
the calibre of those who lead us. Thus 
in December 2018 Sir David Sloman, 
formerly the Group Chief Executive, 
resigned having been appointed as 
NHS Regional Director for London. 
He came to the Royal Free in 2009 
and has overseen many fundamental 
changes at the Royal Free and in its 
sister Hospitals (Barnet and Chase 
Farm) over these recent years.

The Trust was delighted to 
appoint Caroline Clarke as the new 
Group Chief Executive in February 
2019. She had been deputy Chief 
Executive for 7 years – and has a long 

relationship with the Royal Free, 
having started here as a Finance 
Trainee in 1991.  Again she has a 
strong commitment to the Trust with 
tremendous energy and a strong 
interest in all the staff working at the 
Free and her team. 

The Royal Free has a string of 
achievements and innovations which 
need to be celebrated. In May 2019 
the new Chase Farm Hospital was 
officially opened by the Duke of York. 
This project in development has 
been on the news agenda for several 
years, but Chase Farm is now fully 
operative, serving several important 
services including new outpatient 
facilities, an urgent treatment centre, 
an older people’s services unit and 
a dedicated day surgery unit. There 
is also a state of the art endoscopy 
unit. Amongst its accolades is that it 
has been digitally transformed. Thus, 
although a bit of a mouthful, it has 
achieved level 6 (out of 7) HIMISS 
EMRAM rating (HIMSS Analytics 
Electronic Medical Record Adoption 
Model) (an international benchmark 
for the use of advanced IT to improve 
patient care and achieve a paperless 
patient record environment). The 
Royal Free was only one of three 
NHS organisations to achieve this 
level of digital maturity – no one has 
yet achieved the top level of seven.

On a more generic note, 
the Royal Free Group is a large 
organisation having around 10,000 
staff, over 600 doctors in training 
and in the order of 800 volunteers 
(one of the largest volunteer 
programmes). The Liver Transplant 
Centre has achieved over 2000 
liver transplants since its inception 
in 1988. The Royal Free is in its 5th 
year of robotic surgery as a specialist 
interest, and it has recruited well for 
the national genome project and for 
inclusion of patients in clinical trials. 

Royal Free cancer services are at 
the forefront of focus, and there are 
initiatives to reorganise and improve 
these with the help of patient 
feedback – and quality improvement 
based on these. The Royal Free has 
a neuroendocrine tumour centre, 
recognised as a European Centre, a 
specialist centre for kidney cancer, 
and a breast cancer screening facility 
at Finchley General Hospital, opened 
earlier this year, with a state of the 
art 3D scanner.  

Another initiative is the 
formation of Clinical Practice 
Groups which involve partnerships 
with patients to change the way 
in which care is given and develop 
standards across hospitals in the 
group. Areas of such development 
include inflammatory bowel disease, 

Dear Friends and Colleagues,
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hip surgery, the prostate cancer 
diagnostic pathway and asthma care 
for children in A&E.

As for awards, a clinical lead 
nurse for infection prevention and 
control at the Royal Free, Vicky Pang, 
has been awarded the 2019 ‘Infection 
Prevention Nurse of the Year’ by the 
British Journal of Nursing. This was 
the result of her work which reduced 
the number of cases of E. coli at the 
Royal Free Hospital by over 30% 
between 2016 and 2018. The Royal 
Free has also been recognised for 
one of the National Health Services 
Journal Patient Safety Awards, 
winning the category relating to 
the Deteriorating Patient and Rapid 
Response Systems. 

So there are many achievements 
and initiatives. However, although 
the CQC report earlier this year 
did note areas of outstanding and 
good practice, importantly it did 
identify several other areas requiring 
improvement. 

For many years now UCL 
has ranked among the top 10 
universities in the world (along in 
the UK with Oxford, Cambridge 
and Imperial). UCL leads in medical 
research, with the UCL Royal Free 
campus recognised as prestigious 
for joint academic/NHS research 
programmes. The range of research 

expertise is remarkable and 
extensive so that an all-embracing 
summary is impractical. However, 
the UCL Institute of Immunity and 
Transplantation directed by Professor 
Hans Stauss started operating 
around 6 years ago and is involved 
in research into a wide range of 
medical conditions. It is one of only a 
few centres in the world dedicated to 
collaborative research in immunity 
and will be moving into the new 
Pears Building, currently under 
construction adjacent to Rowland 
Hill Street and due to open in the 
autumn of 2020. Other highlights 
in UCL/RFH research include major 
developments in lysosomal storage 
diseases (Gaucher’s and Fabry’s 
disease) and haemophilia (gene 
therapy). Other notable advances 
and trials led by Units on this campus 
focus on Parkinson’s disease and 
amyloidosis - as you may have heard 
on the BBC News. In addition UCL 
and the Royal Free team have led an 
important international study on HIV 
transmission published this year in 
the Lancet. 

So, despite all the challenges to 
the NHS, to Medical Education and 
Research, Royal Free Hospital and 
UCL Medical School departments 
and institutes remain leaders 
nationally and internationally. 

Professor Deborah Gill’s contribution 
later in this newsletter describes 
the ongoing initiatives and progress 
relating to medical student 
education at UCLMS this year, and 
also the many voluntary activities 
that students have participated in.  

Meanwhile, thanks to your 
support, the Royal Free Association 
still provides Bursaries and Elective 
Grants for medical students. On 
your behalf Peter Howden and the 
Committee have agreed changes 
in the use of these by UCL Medical 
Students and the amount available 
for each. In addition we are delighted 
to welcome Elizabeth Bradshaw 
to the Executive Committee of the 
Association. 

On Thursday 21st November, 
2019 the RFA will be holding its 
Annual Meeting and I look forward 
to welcoming you there. 

James dooley
RFA President
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RFA 2019

TREASURER’S REPORT
As you can see from the audited 

accounts, the Association has made a loss 
for this financial year.  This is a result of a 
combination of factors. 

 This year we have awarded £6,075 
to the Medical School in bursaries 
compared to £2,075 in 2017-18.  This 
is due to raised awareness of the funds 
available by inclusion of the details on 
the student learning platform, Moodle, 
and closer liaison with Medical School 
Administration.  

As usual, the Triennial Dinner made 
a considerable loss, as did the informal 
dinner.  I would like to add that both 
these events were a huge success and 
thoroughly enjoyed by the alumni who 
chose to attend.  The Committee has 
agreed to increase the cost of tickets for 
the 2021 Triennial Dinner to £95.00 and 
the informal dinner to £40.00 from this 
year.

However, subscriptions remain 
stable, as have donations. The sale of 
memorabilia remains healthy (other 
income).

Most of our subscription income 
occurs in the autumn and so I would 
expect the bank balances to be around 
£18,000 by the time of our AGM in 
November.

I have registered both our accounts 
with Lloyds International Banking and so 
I am now able to pay overseas cheques 
directly into these accounts.

Thank you to everyone who 
continues to financially support the 
Association through subscriptions and 
donations, and to Karen Hamilton, our 
auditor. 

dr Peter Howden
Treasurer/Secretary
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
Just a note of thanks to all those 

Alumni and Members who keep our 
Association running smoothly each 
year.  A new influx of Committee 
Members over the past year or so 
reflects continuing support and I am 
grateful to those who give up their 
spare time to travel into London for 
our twice-yearly meetings.  If anyone 
else wishes to become involved 
please do not hesitate to contact me.

I would like to extend a 
special ‘thank you’ to Deanne 
Attreed, the Coordinator for UCL 
Medical School Alumni Relations, 
for providing excellent support 
and communication between our 
Association and the Medical School. 

Tanya Shennan deserves a huge 
thank you.  I would not be able to 
fulfil my role as Secretary without 
her enormous support.  She is solely 
responsible for gathering together 
all the articles for the newsletter 
each year that I and others bombard 
her with.  We are also very lucky 
that her son, Iain, is a wizard with 
computing and it is he who formats 
the new glossy newsletter. 

This year’s Annual Meeting 
is fast approaching.  Three RFHSM 
graduates will be presenting 
differing topics for the Peter Scheuer 
Symposium again.  May I ask you to 
send in your registration forms as 
soon as you can and let me know 

which clinical update you would 
like to attend.  I have booked The 
Freemasons Arms for our informal 
dinner again this year, as the last 
two years there were excellent.  The 
menu is attached to tantalise the 
taste buds, so please return your 
choices with your registration form.

Finally, just for fun, I have come 
across two photos from my early 
days in Medical School which I am 
sharing here!!

I look forward to seeing you all 
in November.

Peter Howden
Secretary/Treasurer

New Junior common room RFHSM 1978

Photos courtesy of Waqar Qureshi (1983)

 New lecture theatre RFHSM 1978
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8

Programme for 2019

10.00am REGISTRATION ANd COFFEE

Sir Williams Wells Atrium 
Ground Floor, Royal Free Hospital

10.30am CLINICAL UPdATES

Helen Lachmann - ”Amyloidosis”
Chris denton – “Systemic Sclerosis and Stem Cells”
Huw morris - “100K Genomes Project”
Joe Brookes/Nick Evans - “Vascular Malformations”

11.45am ANNUAL GENERAL mEETING - Agenda

Apologies for Absence
Recording of Deaths
Minutes of the last Meeting held on Thursday 15th November, 2018
Matters Arising
President’s Report
Finance – Treasurer’s Report
Election of Officers for 2019-2020
Any Other Business
Date of next Annual Meeting

12.15pm REPORTS FROM UCL AND RUMS

Speakers:

Deborah Gill, Medical School Director, UCL Medical School
“Medical School Update”

Yousif Ali, RUMS Student Union President
“RUMS SU Report”

12.45pm STUdENT ELECTIVE REPORT
KAmPALA, UGANdA
Speaker:

dr Anxhela Gradeci 
F1, Whittington Hospital

Annual General Meeting to be held on Thursday 21st November 2019 in the 
Sir William Wells Atrium, Ground Floor, Royal Free Hospital
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 LUNCH 1.00pm

THE PETER SCHEUER SYMPOSIUM 2.15pm
Chairman:

dr James dooley,
RFA President

Speakers:

Professor Bill Ribbans, Consultant Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgeon, 
Professor of Sports medicine

“Running Repairs“

Professor margaret Johnson, Clinical director of the Royal Free Centre for HIV, 
Consultant in Thoracic medicine

“HIV Today“

dr Albert mifsud, Consultant medical microbiologist with Public Health England and 
Barts’ Health NHS Trust

“Back to the Future, a World without Antibiotics“

 TEA 4.30pm

THE MARSdEN LECTURE 5.30pm
Speaker: derek Feeley,

CB DBA, President and CEO of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI)
“Is it time for Radical Redesign?”

To attend the Marsden Lecture, please RSVP to Dylis.Dias@nhs.net

for 6.00

INFORMAL dINNER 7.00pm
The Freemasons Arms, 32 Downshire Hill, Hampstead Heath, London NW3 1NT for 7.30

The Royal Free Association Newsletter 2019 9
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AGm

minutes from the AGm 2018
of the Royal Free Association held in the Sir William Wells Atrium at the Royal Free Hospital, London NW3 2QG on 
Thursday, 16th November 2018

James Dooley welcomed everyone to the Meeting and thanked them for their continued support.

Present: Dr James Dooley in the Chair, plus 58 Members of the Association, namely:

Rosemarie Baillod (1961)   
Sarah Barker (1963)   
Maureen Bartlett (1963)   
Margaret Bassendine (1971)   
Sara Booth (1983)   
Elizabeth Bradshaw (1964)   
Doreen Brown (1959)   
Mary Browning (1983)   
Richard Brueton (1971)   
Eleanor Butler (1963)   
Helen Clarke (1964)   
Wendy Cline (1965)   
Colin Cooper (1959)   
Sheila Corrin (1959)   
Helen Crossley (1961)   
Paul Davies (1973)   
James Dooley (Member)   
Ewa Dragowska (1960)   
Jill Everett (1959)   
Suzanne Everett (1980)   

Angela Goodwin (1979)   
Hilary Gordon-Wright (1974)   
James Hardiman (1964)   
Norma Hazell (1979)   
Susan Hills (1979)   
Dorothy Holdsworth (1961)   
Peter Howden (1983)   
Jeanne Katz (Guest)   
David Katz (Guest)   
Wendy Kelsey (1966)   
Sylvia Laqueur (1972)   
Patricia Last (1958)   
John Llewelyn (1986)   
Philip Lodge (1989)   
Susan Lucas (1963)   
Mary Maguire (1955)   
James Mason (1973)   
Neil McIntyre (Member)   
Deborah Meanley (1965)   
Carola Moran (1964)   

Renu Morris (1964)   
Margaret Muddiman (1973)   
Anne Naylor (1961)   
Mary O’Connell (1981)   
Caroline Overton (1987)   
Margaret Prout (1964)   
Anna Rakowicz (1962)   
Avery Rezek (1959)   
Bill Ribbans (1980)   
Elizabeth Salter (1965)   
Sonia Sassoon (1977)   
Tanya Shennan (Member)   
Lynne Summers (1976)   
Brenda Thompson (1961)   
David Trash (1965)   
Julia Verne (1986)   
Martin Waldron (1980)   
Patrica Walmsley (1964)   
Helen Wehner (1983)
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3.  mINUTES OF THE LAST ANNUAL GENERAL mEETING 

Held on Thursday 17th November, 2017

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting had been circulated to all members via email and in the Annual 
Newsletter, and copies were made available to those present. There were no corrections or questions raised, and the 
Minutes were approved. 

4.   mATTERS ARISING

a) James Dooley reported the formation of a new UCL Alumni Advisory Committee. This Committee was made up 
of representatives from UCL Medical School, RUMS, the Royal Free Association and the Middlesex Medical School. The 
identity of each individual group would remain, but the aim of the Committee was to generate a community within which 
groups could interact to share information, skills and social activities.

b) As agreed at the previous AGM, the Newsletter had been sent out in August, preceded by two mailings of Updates. 
New General Data Protections Regulations had come into force in May 2018 and the RFA had undertaken a mass mailing 
in an attempt to contact all Members to encourage the return of a completed GDPR form in order to be able to continue 
correspondence legally. There had been a positive response from approximately 1,800 Members and the exercise had 
been particularly worthwhile in providing the opportunity to be able to update contact details in the database. 

There were no other Matters Arising. 

1.  APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies were received from 102 members.

2.  RECORdING OF dEATHS

The Chairman regretted to report the deaths of 38 members, many of whom had made outstanding contributions 
to medicine and the care of patients. He read out the names:

AMBACHE, Stella M. E. (née Cornes) (1942); ANTONIADES, Charalambos G. (1998); BARNARD, Judith A. (1961); 
BARTLETT, Marion J. (née Phillips) (1944); BEECHING, Yvonne G. (Mrs McClean) (1952); BERRY, Robert J. (Sam) (Member); 
BOVILL, Begoña A. (1987); CLEMENTS, Jeanne M. (1947); CLYMO, Andrew (1959); COTTER, Helena M. (Mrs Sherman) 
(1960); ETHERIDGE, Monica M. (née Bird) (1940); FROST, Sheilagh A. (1951); FRY, Thea (née Spiegelova) (1945); FURSDON, 
Diana M. (née Wigley) (1956); GARLAND, J. Shirley (née Pilkington) (1959); GEORGE, Phyllis A. (1948); GILES, John Peter 
(1956); HENDERSON, Elizabeth P. (née Wheaton) (1953); HOLDEN, John M. (1971); HORSFIELD, Dorothy (1957); HOWARD, 
Judith C. (1955); HUNT, Caroline B. M. (née Douglas) (1976); HUNT, Margaret O. (1949); JOHNSON, Helen Margaret (née 
Noble) (1943); KNIGHTON, Marion E. (Mrs Graham) (1959); LEWIS, Mona V. (Mrs Mills) (1964); LILLIOTT, Mairead M. (née 
Robinson) (1947); LOVELL, E. Anne (Mrs Whitwell) (1962); NORTH, Michael A. (1978); O’BRIEN, Joan E. M. (née Neal) 
(1950); RIDOUT, Aileen B. (1954); SHINKFIELD, Mark N. F. (1982); SLABBERT, Jennifer (1956); SLACK, Lady Joan (Member); 
SWINHOE, June R. (1971); WOLFENDALE, Margaret R. (née Paton) (1955); WOOKEY, Celia B. M. (1954); YOUNG, Janet C. 
J. (Mrs Owens) (1955)  

Everyone was invited to stand for a minute’s silence in memory of the above named.
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5.  PRESIdENT’S REPORT

 James Dooley directed members to his Report in the 2018 Newsletter.  This had been emailed to Members previously, 
and hard copies were available on arrival at the meeting.  He was proud of the accolade of the Royal Free being chosen 
as the venue from which the Prime Minister had made her announcement on the Government’s continuing commitment 
to the NHS in June 2018.  

He announced that the newly refurbished Chase Farm Hospital had opened, and that the building of the new Pears 
Building was progressing well.  This would house the UCL Institute for Immunity and Transplantation.          

James thanked Peter Howden for his continued association with UCL in helping to award the RFA bursaries and 
elective support to UCLMS students.  

      The Triennial Dinner had been held the previous evening at the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.  
This had been very well attended and enjoyed by all.

6.  FINANCIAL REPORT 
      
Peter Howden reported that the current balance in the two bank accounts was £22,000, which was considered 

healthy.  The Treasurer’s Report was accepted by those present.
Peter talked about the recent agreement that had been made between the RFA and UCL regarding the financial 

support available to the medical students.  Currently, four Elective Bursaries of £500 each, two awards of £1,000 each 
for graduate students in their penultimate year, and four Student Hardship awards of £500 each were made available, 
annually.  However, this arrangement was flexible and could be adjusted according to the balance available.

7.  ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 2018-19

Susan Tuck had stood down from the Executive Committee following her retirement from the Hospital. James Dooley 
thanked her and said how grateful the Committee had been for her advice and support over many years. Three graduates 
had recently volunteered to stand for the Executive Committee, Sara Booth (1983), John Llewelyn (1986) and Martin 
Waldron (1980). They were each nominated, seconded and their appointments agreed. The Officers for the forthcoming 
year were confirmed as:

Officers for 2018-2019

President: James Dooley
Vice-President: Richard Brueton
Secretary/Treasurer: Peter Howden
Rosemarie Baillod
Wendy Kelsey
Philip Lodge

Bimbi Fernando
Paul Dilworth
Sara Booth
John Llewelyn
Martin Waldron
Tanya Shennan
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Kenneth Adamson (1967)
Ian Arthur (1981)
Lesley Ashworth (1961)
Judith Ballam (1981)
John Beaven (1982)
May Bee (1964)
Deborah Beere (1981)
Elzbieta Biel (1961)
Angela Bishop (1976)
Sheila Blatch (1958)
Margaret Bolton (1969)
Sara Booth (1983)
Jo Boxer (1968)
Josephine Carter (1964)
Pamela Chesters (Member)
Malcolm Clarke (1965)
Jennifer Connaughton (1967)
Barbara Croft (1959)
Kate Davies (1965)
Dicky Dawes (1982)
Brenda De Souza-Ekman (1963)
Katherine Dickinson (1984)
John Edmonds (1971)
Mary Ellis (Member)
Jill Everett (1959)
David Farrand (1970)
Ten Feizi (1961)
Ian Fletcher (1971)
Sally Found (1975)
Donald Frommer (1963)
Jennian Geddes (1978)
Simon Gibeon (1973)
Christine Hall (Member)
Peter Hardwick (1958)
Graeme Hart (1969)

Sandra Hartman (1969)
Jane Harpur (1969)
Alexander Hasenson (1958)
Thomas Hawkins (1960)
Margaret Heley (1953)
Edna Helson (1958)
Moira Henderson (1958)
Janet Higgins (1964)
Pamela Hills (1964)
Judith Holbrook (1957)
Stephanie James (1951)
Amina Jindani (1962)
Roy Jones (1972)
Shirley Jones (1959)
Isabel King (1973)
Michael Leach (1968)
Angela Lecore (1972)
Anthony Lynch (1975)
Angela Main (1956)
Marion Marsh (1956)
Maggi Marshall (1975)
Jane Mawer (1967)
Ann McCarthy (1955)
Janet McIntyre (1948)
James McLaughlin (Member)
Patricia Morris-Jones (1957)
Margaret Muddiman (1973)
Margaret Murphy (1962)
Anne Myers (1952)
Alice Neal (1986)
Richard Nunn (1969)
Marian Osborn (1955)
Avril Paintin (1955)
Aida Partridge (1971)
Richard Pease (1970)

Mark Pepys (Member)
Isabel Pine (1950)
Anne Ramsay (1948)
Anne Ranken (1952)
Nicholas Reed (1976)
Andrew Rochford (2000)
Ian Ross (1968)
Eleri Rowlands (1970)
Guy Rutty (1987)
Aba Sagoe (1965)
Ruth Schofield (1974)
Narishta Sebastianpillai (1995)
Dorothy Sell (1952)
Janet Shirley (1971)
Gina Smith (1966)
Dennis Stern (1960)
Helen Streeter (1989)
William Tampion (Member)
Mary Tate (1961)
Rod Taylor (1975)
Susan Taylor (1971)
Michael Thomas (Member)
Myfanwy Thomas (1968)
Patricia Thompson (1962)
Barbara Thornley (1966)
Catherine Townsend (1959)
Angela Trueman (1967)
John Tucker (1966)
Margaret Walshe (1956)
Gail Williams (1972)
Michael Wilschanski (1985)
Marion Worthington (1962)
Marion Wright (1961)
Bryan Youl (Member)

Apologies for Absence

8.  ANY OTHER BUSINESS

Ewa Dragoskwa asked the meeting if there was a possibility of old text books, teaching notes (pre-digital age) being 
exhibited. James reported that Mark Curtin at UCL was in the process of collating historical information and may be 
interested in hearing about the material available.

9.  dATE OF NExT mEETING

The next Annual General Meeting would be held on Thursday 21st November, 2019, followed by an informal dinner 
in the evening. 
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Armistice Day
Friday 11th November, 2018 at 11.00 am

RUMS Medical Student Association

This morning RUMS students, alumni and Medical School staff assembled 
across the sites of our three founding Medical Schools in order to commemorate 
the 100th anniversary of the end of the Great War.  Specifically, we paid tribute 
to the students and doctors who served during the war and made the ultimate 
sacrifice.

RUMS students and alumni demonstrated countless acts of bravery 
during the war, serving in the Medical Corps in order to treat injured soldiers in 
inhumane conditions.  Amongst them was Lt. Colonel Arthur Martin-Leake: a 
University College Hospital graduate who is one of only three men to have won 
the Victoria Cross (the most prestigious military honour) twice.

A number of students (who were too young to join the Medical Corps) 
from each of the constituent Medical Schools volunteered as infantry soldiers, 
abandoning their studies to fight in the trenches.  Many did not return home.

Female doctors from the Royal Free (the first hospital in the country to 
admit women for training in clinical medicine) stepped in across London to fill 
the gaps left by the men who had joined the Medical Corps, providing excellent 
medical care to the population, as well as to soldiers returning from the front 
line.

Memorials to those who lost their lives during the war can be found 
at both entrances to the Rockefeller Building and near the Medical School 
entrance at the Royal Free, along with the wreaths that were laid today.  An 
additional wreath was placed at the UCL memorial in the Main Quad.

We hope that you will keep these individuals, some of who were event 
younger than ourselves, in your thoughts this weekend.

Deanne Attreed
Partnerships and Projects Manager, Medical School

Paul Dilworth, Consultant Respiratory Physician and Sub-Dean, and Alex 
Wu, Consultant Physician in Health Services for Elderly People, led the assembly 
at the entrance to the Royal Free.
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This article appeared on the BBC News Edinburgh 
on 6 July 2019, which will be of great interest to our 
Members.

 
Current students Sorna Paramananthan, Megan 

Cameron, Simran Piya, Ella Crowther, Mei Yen Liew, Izzie 
Dighero and Caitlyn Taylor accepted degrees on behalf of 
the Edinburgh Seven.

Seven women who were prevented from graduating 
as doctors 150 years ago have been awarded posthumous 
honorary degrees in medicine.

The “Edinburgh Seven” were the first women 
admitted to study medicine in Britain when they enrolled 
in 1869.  But they faced prejudice and were ultimately 
prevented from qualifying as doctors.

The long campaign by the seven eventually led to 
women being allowed to study medicine.  They blazed 
a trail for the rights of women to study at university and 
practise medicine but they were banned from graduating 
after academics voted against it.

Sophia Jex-Blake and her six fellow female students 
have finally been granted their degrees from Edinburgh 
University.

A full-scale riot broke out when the women turned 
up to sit an anatomy exam at the university and male 
students pelted them with mud.

The seven pioneers - Sophia Jex-Blake, Isabel 
Thorne, Edith Pechey, Matilda Chaplin, Helen Evans, Mary 
Anderson Marshall and Emily Bovell  - have been awarded 
honorary degrees on the 150th anniversary of their 
matriculation at the University of Edinburgh.

Read the full BBC News article here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-edinburgh-east-fife-48885287

First female medical students get degrees at last
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News

The Triennial Dinner was held last November at the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in Regent’s 
Park.  It was a grand venue and served us well for a very enjoyable evening.  Around 60 people attended, coming from far 
and wide.  The guests included Professor Lesley Regan who said Grace, Mr Adam Lewis who gave the after dinner speech 
and our local MP, Tulip Saddiq.  The evening’s jazz music was provided by Sebastian Skelly and three fellow musicians and a 
few people were caught dancing!  The food was delicious and the drink flowed as people chatted to old friends and made 
new.  Below are a few photos for the records.

Triennial dinner
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RFA Shop

“HOw BRITISH wOmEN BECAmE dOCTORS”

The Story Of The Royal Free Hospital And Its Medical School
by Neil McIntyre

 Copies of the book are available to purchase in the Medical School Library, Ground Floor at 
the Royal Free Hospital. 

Prices are as follows:
For the Paperback version; £24 excluding VAT 
For the Hardback version £31 excluding VAT  

RFHSM Brooch: black and gold.
Cost each £5

RFHSM Cufflinks: black and gold.
Cost per pair £18

Winter Scarf (knitted): black and yellow.  
Length 160cm, Width 18cm
Cost each £10

RFHSM Tie: black with gold embellishment.  
Cost each £15

All these items can be ordered from Peter 
Howden. Please contact him by email:
peter.howden1@gmail.com

Or by phone: 01406 540647

A cost of £2.50 will be charged to each order 
for postage and packing
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mESSAGE FROm dR FRANCES m. HOwARd 

I was very proud to be elected to Honorary Fellowship of the College of Paediatrics and continued to examine for 
MRCPH until February 2018.

I now lecture on historical daffodils of the Tamar Valley and have an established collection of them.

Best wishes

Frances Howard
1971 graduate

fhowardpearce@yahoo.co.uk

A STUdENT mEmORY

In my first student year (1947), the Queen accepted an invitation to officially open the new Science Block at Hunter 
Street. Her initial reception by the Dean was in the main area on the street side.  The Science Block was on the top floor 
diagonally across the internal quadrangle.  

In order to alert the Dean when they were ready, a system of communication was essential, which was provided by 
a line of student signallers from the top floor to ground level and across the quadrangle to the lounge area where I was 
positioned outside the French window to alert the Dean. However, the Queen spotted me first and smiled graciously at 
me through the window before conveying the message to the Dean who was somewhat surprised!!

I felt very proud to be chosen for the ‘important’ task, but in retrospect it was probably because I was the smallest 
of the inexperienced students!

Ruth Wright (née Bell) 
1953 Graduate
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“THE CSA ExAm: mAxImIzING YOUR SUCCESS”

Award winning book by Dr Anjum Iqbal

This publication won the BMA Medical Book Award 2017 – First Prize – Primary Health Care.  Details can be found here: 

https://www.wiley.com/en-gb/The+CSA+Exam:+Maximizing+your+Success-p-9781119079194

Anjum Iqbal
1986 graduate

anjum3@blueyonder.co.uk

 COULTER AwARd

We are proud to announce that Professor Victor Hoffbrand was 
presented with the Coulter Award in December 2018 at the Meeting of 
the American Society for Hematology in San Diego. The press release 
for this is below.

 
h t t p : / / w w w. h e m a t o l o g y . o r g / N e w s r o o m / P r e s s -

Releases/2018/8859.aspx
 
Victor spent 44 years of his 55 year career in Haematology at 

the Royal Free, and he is now Emeritus at UCL.   The Department of 
Haematology, which one of the largest and best known in the UK, was 
built up at the Royal Free from 1974.  It is now at UCH.

LOUISE mCILROY
 
I thought your Members might be interested in this article which relates to Professor Louise McIlroy who worked at 

the Royal Free in the 1920s. 
 
It relates to an episode in which Marie Stopes visited McIlroy in disguise and under an assumed name and tried to 

trap her. She failed miserably, not least because of her honesty and integrity. Biographers of Stopes present the story as a 
moral victory for Stopes. In the article, I show that their versions of the story are wrong and argue that McIlroy deserves 
better than to be smeared by an unscrupulous enemy.

 
The article can be viewed (entitled “The Trap”) on the front page at hallidaysutherland.com 
 
 

mark Sutherland
Curator:          hallidaysutherland.com

Email:    sutherlandmh@gmail.com

Photo by David Bishop, Medical Illustration 
Dept, Royal Free
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A PATH BETwEEN mEmORIES

In the autumn of 1943 we students from the School 
of Medicine for Women returned from Exeter University 
where we previously had been evacuated. During our time 
in Exeter we acted as fire watchers for Exeter Cathedral, 
sleeping at night in the Chapter House during the Blitz.

Soon after our return to London the dormant raids 
returned. I can remember sheltering under the stairs in 
our convent digs (just of Brunswick Square) as the trees 
caught alight from incendiaries.

We were fearful of the Luftwaffe returning with 
heavy bombing.

To reach the Royal Free Hospital in the Grays Inn 
Road from the Medical School for Women in Hunter Street 
– the students passed through the delightful St George’s 
Gardens that were the former graveyard of St George the 
Martyr Bloomsbury.

This corner of London benefitted from the C19 desire 
of reforming burial practices as an alternative of burying 
the dead immediately around parish churches.

The Marchioness of Lorne, the sixth child of Queen 
Victoria, opened the graveyard as a public park in July 
1884 – as an appreciation of these burial changes in social 
life.

Many of us were immediately struck by the 
inscription on the graves – especially one of the graves 
relating to Anna Cromwell (see Photo).  

She was the 6th and favourite daughter of Richard 
Cromwell – the Second Protector of England and 
Granddaughter of Oliver Cromwell.  She was born in 
Hampshire on 27 March 1659 and died in London on  
7 September 1727. Her particularly long life covered 
a period of anxiety following the Civil War.  In later life 
she became the second wife of Thomas Gibson.  Richard 
Cromwell, the son of Oliver Cromwell, had nine children 
in all.  Also buried is Zachary Macaulay, the father of Lord 
Macaulay FRS the historian. 

The V1 and V2 raids on London started just after 
D-day in June 1944. Surprisingly student life in London 

Photo courtesy of www.alamy.com
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carried on as normal. When the V1s came over we had 
to move away from the windows of the dissecting room 
and stand in the corridor.  I can remember hearing a large 
explosion when a V1 dropped on Smithfield Market.

The V2s were far more sinister and our incident took 
place in February 1945. I can remember the V2 falling, 
which sounded like an express train going through a 
tunnel. It was afternoon and I and my friends were in a 
lecture theatre. 

The glass in the Dining Room shattered and where we 
were the windows fell in and there was dust everywhere. I 
escaped with cuts and bruises and it was a miracle that no 
one was killed in the Medical School. There were fatalities 
in the large Methodist Conference Hall behind Hunter 
Street. 

The other memory of that day was a fellow student 
fainting into a pool of acid, losing part of an ear I recall.  
There were also some glass injuries to the staff who were 
waiting to serve us tea.

The next morning we went back to sweep up and 
for days afterwards I was forever brushing out powdered 
glass from my hair. We were then taken in by Guys Hospital 
to resume our studies.

I used to get cheap theatre tickets and round about 
VE Day went to the New Theatre to see Shakespeare plays 
with leading actors of the day. I also attended lunchtime 
concerts given by Dame Myra Hess at the National Gallery 
in Trafalgar Square, the priceless paintings having been 
stored away for the duration. Returning to my digs in 
Brunswick Square late at night I had to tiptoe past sleeping 
sheltering people using Russell Square Underground 
station as an air raid shelter; it being one of the deepest 
on the Piccadilly line.

I can remember cheap cafés for students in 
Marchmont Street - including the Golden Tortoise and a 
Spanish café where the owner cooked delicious omelettes 
with powdered eggs!

I married in 1949 and qualified in 1950. After 
working in my father’s practice in Reading for some years, 

I later worked in Essex, having had the opportunity to 
observe medical developments in Malta and Accra while 
accompanying my husband who was serving in the Royal 
Navy.

I now live in quiet retirement in East Anglia.

dr Cicely m. Glason
(neé Judy Murphy, 1950 graduate)
Courtesy of Matthew Glason (son)

PS: St George’s Garden is still providing a relief from 
the relentless growth of this part of London. Rus in urbe 
indeed!

Addendum:  Sadly, Cicely passed away in February 
2019 shortly after preparing this piece for the Association. 

Photo: Cicely M. Glason taken in 1948, whilst a 
medical student
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BOOK “IOLO’S REVENGE” 
by Diana Ashworth (1974 graduate)

Diana Ashworth, nee Buck's recently published memoir Iolo's Revenge 
is very much a doctor's view of the rest of the world and the rest of life -- 
at least the first 10 years of life that there truly is after medicine. Humour 
and the oblique insight so valuable to a family doctor were the transferable 
skills Diana (who trained at the Royal Free between 1968-1974) took to 
life on a derelict Welsh hill farm. When a local editor heard her recounting 
their adventures, one thing led to another -- a master's degree in creative 
writing (some folk just can't stop collecting qualifications), a column in a 
local magazine and then an offer from a publisher.  

Iolo's Revenge has already been reprinted three times and is available 
from all good bookshops (ISBN 978-1-910839-24-9), Amazon or direct from 
the publishers: Logaston Press https://www.logastonpress.co.uk.

dR. ROSA ELIzABETH BALE: 
THE FIRST FEMALE DOCTOR IN SOuTH-WEST BRITAIN

by Abigail Lewis, Peninsula Medical School, 4th Year Medical Student 

Women in medicine, and as equals in the world, has 
only in the past century been challenged and accepted. 
The maintenance of social and domestic order was 
perpetuated by men and women being educated for 
different worlds and brought up with different ideology 
of their capabilities and power within society. 

Access to the medical profession for women was 
on same grounds as the limited education access, with a 
fallacy of the perception women not having the capacity 
to be as intelligent as men, and hence unable to be 
doctors. 

Though the concept of equality between the sexes 
is widely accepted, I have noticed people still have social 
perceptions about the superiority of masculinity in 
successful jobs, often the phrase “she’s a career woman” 
would be thrown around which would make me question 
when I had ever heard the term “career man”? 

Hence, this year I have become more involved with 
Plymouth University’s research to honour the first female 
doctor, Dr Rosa Bale, who was the first GP in the South 
West of Britain. I am working towards paying respect 
to her memory by renaming the medical school lecture 

theatre after her, which I will be unveiling on 8th March 
on International Women’s Day. 

Miss Rosa Elizabeth (Ellen) Bale was born at Landkey, 
near Barnstaple, in North Devon, in 25th April 1864. She 
was the eldest child of Mr Samuel and Mrs Mary Bale, 
of Westacott, Landkey, where Samuel was a nurseryman 
and seed merchant. In 1895, as a Licentiate of the Royal 
College of Physicians, she became the first female doctor 
in Plymouth and the only one West of Bristol. Her surgery 
was at 24 Portland Square. 

She qualified at the London School of Medicine 
for Women on 3rd October 1892. Documentation of 
her final examination showed she was awarded Joint 
Qualifications in Medicine and Surgery by the Royal 
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons of Edinburgh. After 
being educated at the Edinburgh School of Medicine for 
Women she became an anatomy demonstrator at the 
London School of Medicine for Women. She was the first 
female GP to work in Plymouth and both lived and worked 
in the original Portland Square building, where Plymouth 
Medical School is now situated. She was a pioneering 
and amazing woman who was a fundamental part of the 
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community. She was a suffragist who supported women 
doctors coming after her, refused to leave Plymouth 
during the Blitz until the children she cared for were 
evacuated, was involved with local schools and worked to 
increase support for people with mental health/learning 
problems. 

Almost as soon as she arrived in Plymouth, she 
became heavily involved with education, particularly for 
the poor, she being elected onto the local school board 
in 1898. She was very active in the “Association for the 
Feeble Minded” - trying to push forward reforms regarding 
welfare. Like many of the people of her generation she 
was very religious and took a weekly Bible class. Having 
had to fight male prejudice as a doctor, she was a keen 
suffragette. A fellow member of the Plymouth Medical 
Society, Dr Mabel Ramsey wrote in Rosa’s obituary, 
“[Rosa] was a Suffragist, and although non-militant she 
did her bit to win votes for women.” 

When the Second World War came she refused to 
move away from the City, claiming that as the children, 
many of whom were her patients, had not been evacuated 
therefore she would not leave them. According to the 
1939 Register she lived in Portland Square with her 82 
year old housekeeper Bessie Chard. However, when her 
house was destroyed on the first day of the Blitz in March 

1941, she moved to Barnstaple to live with her brother 
and sister, Joseph and Sarah Bale. The bomb had caused 
the death of 76 people as Portland Square shelter was 
hit, 6 of which were her close neighbours. She did not 
return to Plymouth after that horrific event. 

Doctor Rosa Bale died at Barnstaple on Monday 
November 3rd 1941 and was laid to rest in the family 
grave on Thursday November 6th. She was 76 years of 
age. 

The unveiling of the plaque for Dr Rosa Bale on 
Portland Square building, Plymouth 2019 

We can all learn a lot from Dr Rosa Bale. Her 
independence, loyalty to Plymouth and dedication to 
her patients was truly inspirational. We should all reflect 
on our own practice and question whether we are being 
brave today, and whether we are acting as an advocate 
of those in need. As medics, students, women or simply 
descent people I implore you to be kind to yourself and 
those around you. May we be brave and fight other’s 
opinion of our worth. 

Soft and kind women are still strong. Happy 
International Women’s Day. 

Dr Rosa Bale’s plaque on Portland Square Building, Plymouth 2019 
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BOOK REVIEw:
“wOmEN’S VOICES IN PSYCHIATRY”

A Collection of Essays

Edited by Gianetta Rands (1981 Graduate), OUP 
Oxford; 2018 pp.308 £39.99 (paperback) ISBN 978-0-
19-878548-4

Women’s Voices in Psychiatry is an anthology 
covering a wide spectrum of historical, medical and 
sociological topics which are related to, but not 
necessarily exclusively about psychiatry or about 
women. The topics are relevant to medical professionals 
at every level of their career who are or work with 
women in the field.

This collection of essays contains historical 
descriptions of battles women waged in order to enter 
the field of medicine, reviews of clinical literature, case-
based studies, and personal accounts.  The essays are 
interspersed with brief, fascinating biographies of high-
achieving pioneering women. Some of these names, 
for instance Sophia Jex-Blake and Elizabeth Garrett 
Anderson, are familiar to many RFH alumni as is Dame 
Fiona Caldicott as the first woman president of the Royal 
College of Psychiatrists. 

But how many of us were aware of the clinical 
contributions of the early 20th century pioneer in 
mental health Helen Boyle, who graduated from the 
London School of Medicine for Women (the original 
RFH)? Or of the inspiring work of Nori Graham, a former 
old age psychiatry consultant at the Royal Free Hospital 
and Chairman of the Alzheimer’s Disease Society? 
The women featured in these vignettes come from a 
wide variety of backgrounds and ethnicities, and each 
followed different career pathway, but every single 
story is unique and uplifting. 

The essays are further interspersed with brief, 
amusing poems by the poet Emily Wills which serve 
as brief pauses between the larger swathes of text. 
I would normally have found this “uneven” offering 
irritating, but instead, I was delighted by this colourful 
mixture of styles and topics. In the Preface, the editor 
and RFH alumna Gianetta Rands  introduces the readers 
to one of several British Changi quilts - made by women 
prisoners of war in her birthplace of Singapore - as an 
analogy the book’s own brilliant patchwork of texts and 
photographs.

I particularly enjoyed reading Gianetta’s account 
of her own professional career starting as a researcher 
at Oxford, then completing a medical degree at the 

Royal Free in 1981 and moving on to an SHO psychiatry 
training scheme at the Friern Barnet asylum starting in 
1986. Her story contains anecdotes of inappropriate 
sexual behavior from male colleagues, sexual violence 
against female patients and inequalities in career 
opportunities and salaries for female physicians. 

After many decades of anonymity, she reveals 
that she was the whistleblower who reported to the 
BMJ that vulnerable female patients were being preyed 
upon at the Friern Barnet. Gianetta turned to the press 
because her complaints were not heard by the mostly-
male consultants. This anonymous letter marked the 
beginning of a flurry of reports about sexual and violent 
crimes on psychiatry wards and about inappropriate 
behavior of professionals. Gianetta’s brave actions 
reduced the risk for the in-patients by drawing attention 
to the problem. 

Gianetta encountered additional challenges in her 
career, not the least the problem of unequal pay. In 2003, 
when she dared to object to her consultant contract 
not being the same as that of her male colleagues, she 
was bullied by senior members of the Trust Board, was 
falsely investigated for fraud and attacked by colleagues. 
After five years of negotiations, she was successful in 
obtaining equal pay. 

One of the most thought-provoking contributions 
is Rosemary Lethen’s first-person description of her 
valorous decade-long struggle as a mental health 
provider with a bipolar disorder. In her chapter 
entitled Psychiatry and Patienthood she provides us 
with critical insights to a variety of therapies including 
electroconvulsive therapy, psychotropic medication and 
psychotherapy. Based on her own experience, Lethen 
points out the dangers to doctors’ mental health in 
their inability to recognize and admit vulnerability and 
because of the stigma related to mental illnesses. She 
is also critical of the medical model of treatment of 
psychiatric diseases and chronicles her recovery under 
the Care Programme Approach. Despite the burden of 
her disease, post-retirement she has continues to play 
an active role in groups promoting physician well-being 
and mental health.  

 Claire Murdoch – a Registered Mental Health 
Nurse – who is currently the National Mental Health 
Director at NHS England and the Chief Executive of the 
Central and North West London NHS Foundation offers 
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an optimistic view of developments in the past 30 years. 
As a Ward Sister, Murdoch witnessed the closing of 
Friern Barnet (“the big Victorian asylum”) and the shift 
towards care in community settings. Her essay entitled 
Change and Continuity in Psychiatry: One Woman’s 
Reflections is written in an upbeat tone and reflects 
her determination as she rises through the RFH and 
Friern Barnet hospital ranks. Murdoch discusses her 
career up to 2000, stating that the recent past has yet 
to be “synthesized” in her thinking. The reader is left to 
wonder if this is a diplomatic move to avoid discussing 
more recent political developments in the UK and how 
these have impacted the NHS. 

The topic of the decline of funding for the NHS 
and particularly, for psychiatric care is taken up a few 
chapters later by two young psychiatrists Georgina 
Fozard and Philippa Greenfield. The authors point out 
that although mental health problems account for 23 
percent of the disease burden, only 11 percent of the 
NHS budget is allotted to mental health services. They 
detail and discuss several important topics relevant 
to junior doctors: the barriers to entering psychiatric 
training, everyday sexism in the workplace, violence 
from patients, maternity leave and not least, the 
gender-pay gap. Similar to authors of other chapters, 
Fozard and Greenfield analyze the causes of under-
representation of women in senior roles in academic 
psychiatry. The obstacles to career progression were 
relevant to Gianetta 40 years ago when she began as a 
junior doctor and, as she points out in the Introduction, 
insufficient headway has been made to redress these 
inequalities.

The salary gap remains present in the medical 
profession, not just in psychiatry and not just in the 
UK. A recent JAMA Cardiology viewpoint by Rashmee 
Shah, MD (University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt 
Lake City), reports that, in 2018 on average, a woman 
in cardiology will earn $2.5 million less than a man 
over a 35-year career. When extrapolated to the entire 
cardiology workforce, women physicians would lose a 
collective $11.2 billion in gross earnings over that time 
span.

The anthology contains many excellent clinical 
chapters written by experts in the field: forensic 
psychiatry (Jail Birds by Annie Bartlett), dementia 
(Reducing the Risk of Dementia by Joanne Rodda), an 
update on understanding child sexual abuse (Historical 

Child Sexual Abuse by Joanne Stubley, Victoria Barker 
and Maria Eyres) and old age psychiatry (Old Age, 
Women, and Dynamic Psychotherapy by Sandra Evans 
and Jane Garner) in which the authors make the case 
for geriatric psychotherapy.

Despite the high and increasing proportion of 
women in UK psychiatry over the years (early 2015, the 
Royal College of Psychiatrists reported a ratio of 43.5% 
female to 56.5% male members) publications about 
the history and practice of psychiatry have traditionally 
been written by men and about men, and there has 
been a distinct lack of commentary from the woman’s 
perspective. This remarkable book makes a substantial 
contribution towards filling the gender publication gap. 
May our voices be heard long and loud!

 

Velia wortman 
1981 Graduate

BA MB BS (Univ. London)

Photo courtesy of Oxford University Press
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RUmS ALUmNI PRESIdENT’S REPORT

Dear Alumni,

As we approach the start of another academic year, 
it feels right to recap the successful year we’ve had under 
the leadership of Dan. RUMS has continued to excel in 
supporting medical students at UCL and building upon the 
work of previous committees.

We started off the year by welcoming new members 
of the RUMS family, whether that be fourth-year transfers 
with a warm curry night and a mixer; or the Freshers Events 
that introduce our first-year students to life at RUMS with 
a blast. Our events team continued the year on a high, 
with events such as RUMS Take Me Out and RUMS Come 
Dine With Me, that bring students of all years together for 
a fun time in a new setting. This is in addition to several 
balls and parties that saw innovative dance moves.

When it comes to education and academic 
representation, the team has worked hard to ensure 
the student voice is heard and have been making great 
strides in working to introduce a new system for feedback 
that will create a more structured and comprehensive 
platform for students; enabling everyone to feel more 
involved in improving the medical course. RUMS has also 
been working closely with the Medical School on the 
Assessment & Feedback initiative, which aims to provide 
a level playing field between students when it comes to 
resources and preparation for exams – the project will 
continue to be developed for the benefit of students in 
future years.

The welfare of our students is one of our utmost 
priorities. Over the past year, we have continued to 

develop our welfare services and ran a highly successful 
Welfare Week. The week helped to better inform students 
about services available for them in times of need and 
featured de-stressing guests like Max the therapy dog! 
Our student initiative Medics4medics continues to make 
great strides in supporting students, with regular events 
and engaging workshops that discuss topics surrounding 
mental health and wellbeing. This year also saw us work 
in collaboration with the medical school in support of 
Men’s Health Week to run a Men’s Health Day for builders 
working on the renovation of the Rockefeller Building, the 
event was a great success and beneficial for both students 
and participants.

Lastly, we wrapped up the year and the medical 
school journey for our finalists with a ball to celebrate their 
great successes and contributions to life at university – we 
wish them the very best of luck in their future careers and 
know they will make great UCL doctors!

As President, I am committed to ensuring that RUMS 
continues to serve our diverse student population. My 
committee and I are enthusiastic for the year ahead and 
look forward to actualising great ideas in support of our 
student body.

Yousif Ali
RUMS President 
2019-2020
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RUmS ALUmNI NEwS
 

The Medical School has been working over the past 
couple of years with alumni from each of our constituent 
schools on a more connected way to reach out to our 
vast alumni community. We have plans afoot for a medic-
specific newsletter, career mentoring, and of course 
networking events with students, alumni and supporters. 
One of the benefits of this is that we can engage students 
with the great histories of our institution, connecting 
them to the people and stories from their family tree. 
An example, which you can read more about on page 
14, is the Armistice Centenary in November 2018. We 
coordinated wreath-laying ceremonies at three relevant 
sites to commemorate the Royal Free, Middlesex and 
UCH contributions to the Great War. Students, staff and 
alumni read out the Roll of Honour, poems and observed 
two minutes silence in a truly touching and reflective day.

Building on the tremendous legacy of the Royal 
Free Hospital Medical School’s support for women in 
medicine, we are launching an exciting new leadership 
course for female clinicians, designed to help with career 
progression. Prof Dame Jane Dacre designed and leads 
this course – the UCLMS Emerging Women Leaders 
Programme – following successful pilots at the Royal 
College of Surgeons and Royal College of Physicians. Jane 
is currently leading a review of the gender pay gap in 
medicine, commissioned by the Department of Health, so 
this programme aims to encourage women to apply for 
senior leadership roles, using workshops, mentoring and 
shadowing over the next year for participants. The Royal 
Free, of course, plays a big part in this as many of the 
prestigious speakers and mentors will be alumni and staff, 
such as Prof Lesley Regan, Prof Wendy Reid and Caroline 

Clarke. Look out for more details very soon!
Another memorable event was organised jointly 

with the RUMS African-Caribbean Society. We worked 
with this new student group and invited alumni back for 
an evening of stories, small group mentoring and amazing 
Nigerian food. The turnout was really impressive with 
many students leaving with useful contacts and advice, 
but mostly a reassuring sense that they are part of a 
supportive community.

If you visit the Rockefeller Building in Bloomsbury 
during 2020 you will see our new photographic portrait 
exhibition of alumni with ‘curious careers’. Tagging onto 
the refurbishment of the Rockefeller into a student/
teaching hub, we have commissioned a fantastic student 
photographer to create a series of portraits of six alumni 
and seven students who engage and inspire students 
with their work. We hope this display will always reflect 
current student interests so the content and portraits 
can change and adapt in years to come. All are welcome 
to view and contribute ideas to this so please do get in 
touch for more information - on this or any other alumni 
and student activities! 

Deanne Attreed
Partnerships and Projects Manager, 

Medical School
d.attreed@ucl.ac.uk 

Follow me on twitter
@rums_alumni
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mEdICAL SCHOOL NEwS
 
It has been another busy year for students and staff, 

culminating in a wonderful graduation ceremony at the 
Royal Festival Hall in July where we welcomed 344 new 
doctors into the alumni community. We are very aware 
of the importance of connecting these young doctors 
to support from our community, as well as to current 
students and the proud history of the medical school. I 
am sure you will enjoy reading more about some of our 
alumni activities elsewhere in the newsletter.

In education news, we have made excellent progress 
with our assessment and feedback working group: staff 
and students working in partnership to improve the 
experience of assessment. Also a curriculum mapping 
project, creating an electronic representation of the 
syllabus including where and when subjects are learnt, 
is being finalised and will make a huge difference to our 
management of the MBBS programme.

Our students have been involved in a whole range 

of events over the last term: volunteering, taking part in 
RUMS sports and societies, and helping out at events like 
our brand new ‘offer holders’ Open Day. Over a quarter of 
all volunteering activity at UCL is carried out by medical 
students and this was recognised at the UCL Volunteering 
Awards in May. Among the winners were George Barker 
with the ‘Biggest Impact’ award for Sexpression (a national, 
student-led charity supporting sexual health education in 
schools) and Spectrum, who achieved ‘Organisation of the 
Year’ for the third year running! Spectrum links medical 
students to children with disabilities or special needs in 
the local community. Volunteers then take the children 
on outings, group trips and activity weekends away. I 
am proud of the commitment and the range of ways 
our students support others. Another of my favourite 
events of last term has got to be the RUMS Women’s 
Football Team ‘Cocktails and Mocktails’ event with an 
older person’s charity in Camden: what a truly Medical 
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School event! We are now planning an exhibition in the 
Cruciform Library celebrating the myriad of ways students 
volunteer and what it means to them.

Since women now finally have equal representation 
at medical school, our focus has shifted to other under-
represented groups. Many of you will be familiar with 
Target Medicine, our programme of mentoring, summer 
schools and outreach to these groups – we have also 
held two events in the last year specifically to support 
and encourage schoolchildren from black African and 
Caribbean heritage to consider medicine as a career. 
The ‘Become’ events have been hugely popular and it is 
truly inspiring to join them and hear stories from our own 
students about their journeys into medical school, as well 
as meet future generations of doctors who will properly 
represent the patients they will serve.

Finally, a thank you – on behalf of the Medical 
School and our students – for the support you have given 

to us this last year, whether that was volunteering with 
Target Medicine, teaching and talking to students, or 
contributing to the financial support our students receive. 
The Royal Free, both its history and people, are very dear 
to us and I look forward to seeing some of you at the AGM 
in November.

Professor deborah Gill
Director, UCLMS

UCL Pro Vice Provost, 
Student Experience

Follow me on twitter
@doctordeborah

@UCL_MBBS
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30

Upcoming Reunions

REUNION FOR 1969 GRAdUATES
To be held in St. Brides Hotel, Saundersfoot 
27-29th September 2019
 
Dear All,

Hope this note finds you all well as we are most of us in our 70`s!!  I went down to Saundersfoot and Tenby a month 
ago to check that everything was in place for our reunion. The hotel is a Spa Hotel -so you need not leave it once you are 
there. Saturday I was planning to have a boat trip to Caldy Island from Tenby. In the evening dinner back in St Brides with 
speeches if anyone wants to make one and Jessica Robinson who has sung in the Albert Hall who is also my grandchildren 
music teacher will sing with Aled Wyn Davies who is one of the 3 Welsh tenors and friend of the family.

Sunday we can go to St. Davids Cathedral then home

Please book in early at the Hotel for the best rooms. They are keeping the hotel free for us!

Lots of love,
Carol

1980 GRAdUATES, 40TH YEAR REUNION 
Saturday 6th June 2020

Partners and all who started in 1975 are welcome.

To be held at the home of Martin and Sara Waldron, 
Beech House, 5 Wentworth Court, Station Road, Harlington, Beds LU56HZ
1pm  - Informal lunch at the local pub (the Carpenters) on a pay it yourself basis
3pm  - Afternoon tea in a marque in our garden
7pm  - Meal in the marque (including showing the video from Jeremy).

Costs should be around £80 per head including pre-dinner drinks and wine, depending on numbers. We are very 
close to Harlington Railway station with 4 trains an hour to London in 45 minutes, there are also a number of hotels and 
B & Bs within easy reach of our house.

Please contact me, Martin Waldron on 
mwaldron@avmedsolutions.com

If you are thinking of planning a reunion, please do get in touch for a list of the graduates we have on our RFA 
database.  We are happy to include your reunion notice in the next Newsletter and, of course, we would love to share 
your account and photos of the event too! 

Please contact Tanya at 
rfassociation@gmail.com
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1964 REUNION

RFH Reunion in Sussex 2018
There is an opinion that as one 

ages, college reunions are to be 
endured rather than enjoyed. (1).

With increasing deafness, the 
echoing college dining rooms or 
the muzak playing restaurants are 
purgatory and although we can 
recognise a face, we struggle to 
remember a name. 

The 50th reunion of the year ’64 
held in York had been a resounding 
success. At the final dinner, Dorothy 
from across the table said ”Why not 
have the next one in Lewes “ ?  “But“, 
I exclaimed “Lewes, like Rome is 
built on hills but without the tourist 
facilities.” A charming husband to 
my left said in a soft Scottish accent 
“Have it sooner than 4 years“. 

 Early September 2018 was 
chosen during a week that didn’t 
conflict with any religious festivals. 

Dorothy came to Lewes from 
Crowborough, famed as the home 
of Conan Doyle, by  the Brighton bus 
and we began to plan.

To a tourist, Lewes is a 
charming, sleepy, except for the 
occasional high profile criminal case, 
the county town of East Sussex.  In 
reality, it is a hotbed of protest 
since the Protestant martyrs were 
burnt on the order of Mary Tudor 
and celebrated every November 
5th when the town erupts with 
competing bonfire societies.  A few 
years ago Alex Salmon’s effigy went 
up in flames but when there was a 
protest for being in bad taste, he 
quipped that he was more sorry 
for the Loch Ness Monster that was 
sitting with him on a bucket of North 
Sea oil. Surprisingly, there was no 
tweet from President Trump, whose 
effigy was burnt last year. 

Lewes is also the town where 
Thomas Paine lived, protested, 
married and left his wife. It is 
rumoured that she paid him to go to 
America, where he was a co-author 
of the American Constitutiuon.

One protest that failed was 
the building of the Premier Inn on 
the old magistrates court and this 
was such a bonus. That they failed 
to acquire the magistrate’s car park, 
was  infuriating but we now had  
reasonable accommodation.

Dorothy solved our transport 
problems. Crowborough Historical 
Society hire a vintage Southdown 
bus for its outings. Owned and 
maintained as a hobby, Paul agreed 
and drove up in his gleaming green 
bus exactly on schedule on our 
second day. His young assistant 
provided an extra step and assistance. 
Those who arrived on the previous 
afternoon had one of 2 guided 
walks lead by Dorothy, at a gentle 
pace, followed by dinner during 
which she stressed punctuality.                                                                                                         
Our first visit was to the Regency 
Brighton Royal Pavilion . We had an 
enthusiastic guide who explained 
how the Town of Brighton bought 
it from Queen Victoria in 1850. Was 
it the oriental “bling” or the huge 
kitchen, which all the Prince Regents 
guests had to visit, that  impressed 
us most?

What came next had caused 
problems. We intended to have a 
buffet at the Grand Hotel ,of Mrs 
Thatcher fame,  in a room with a sea 
view. We had returned to confirm 
our booking and Dorothy saw the 
scaffolding. Horrified, she protested  
“But you promised the work would 
be finished by November 2017    This 
just won’t do”. Our deposit was 
refunded and we booked lunch at 
the i 360, a “do-nut” with a vertical 
“flight”. No member of our party got 

Reunion write-Ups
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lost on the way and all was going to 
plan until we arrived for the flight. It 
is “managed” by BA  Officious ground 
staff asked for our tickets before 
going through security. Dorothy 
refused to budge and opening the 
file, she produced the receipt for 
payment and to my relief, we went 
through screening.  Although it 
was overcast we could see as far as 
Seven Sisters  and Roedean to the 
east, certainly  beyond Worthing to 
the west , a fine view of the South 
Downs to the north and Brighton 
and Hove below.

The following day was devoted 
to Charleston Farmhouse and the 
Bloomsbury set. Thanks to Paul and 
his bus, we arrived early and the 
garden was admired and apples 
sampled.  It was agreed that the tour 
of the house was too rushed with not 
enough time for questions. It was 
the church at Berwick that especially 
pleased our group. The Vanessa Bell 
and Duncan Grant murals are very 

special and I found the scratches of 
the medieval archers who sharpened 
their arrows on the original wall.

The weather on the final 
morning was perfect. The coach 
took us to the Bluebell Railway with 
our own carriage designated by RFH 
sticker on the window. This was 
useful as other passengers wanted 
sit between us to listen to our 
volunteer guide. He pointed out not 
only the engines but the different 
eras of the platforms at the stations. 
You get older as you get to East 
Grinstead. Most of their revenue 
comes from filming. 

Having picked up two more 
friends we returned to Sheffield Park. 
That’s when I hoped my looks would 
kill but Dorothy was undeterred. 
“You have half an hour before we 
need to get to the bus “ she said, 
with no thought of the ever patient 
Paul. Those who could get over the 
bridge were straight into fascinating 
museum.  I was back to my role as 

“tail end Charlie” 
I need not have been 

concerned. Our bus arrived at the 
Ashdown Park Hotel on time and we 
enjoyed our last lunch.

Paul then told us of a 
horrendous traffic jam to the north. 
“Everyone should return to Lewes 
station”. On our arrival, I led the way 
to the barrier saying, “We are the 
RFH group” and the gates opened. “I 
see you only speak to generals” said 
a voice behind me. 

As new friends and friends of 
longstanding waved to me from a 
Southern Rail train ,which actually 
came on time, I was laughing through  
my tears. Dorothy, WE DID  IT.

Ref 1:  My college reunion left 
me feeling a (deaf) failure. Utley T. 
Daily Mail Sept 28th 2018

Elizabeth Bradshaw

1964 Reunion Continued...
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1968 REUNION

RFHSM  50 year REUNION  of 1963 INTAKE (1968 
graduates)

On 29th September 2018, in beautiful sunshine ,  33 
Royal Free graduates and 14 of their partners gathered 
at Festival Pier for a cruise up and down the Thames, 
with views that have changed dramatically since we 
all qualified fifty years ago. People had come from as 
far away as Canada and Australia  and in no time the 
intervening years, and full medical careers , disappeared 
and we were back celebrating what must have been the 
friendliest Medical School in London no doubt due to the 
almost equal numbers of women and men , unlike all the 
other London Medical schools at that time. The highlight 
of the day was the impromptu and highly entertaining 
reminiscences from several of our number , recalling the 
extremely colourful and sometimes outrageous people 
who taught us their versions of medical practice . 

We had an excellent buffet meal, danced to 60s and 
70s music and talked and laughed for 4 hours, and then 
some more on land afterwards. I am pleased to report 
that no one required treatment for sea sickness .As we 
are now in our 70s, and sadly a somewhat diminished 
band, we plan our next reunion after a shorter interval.

Jo Boxer
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1979 REUNION

Manchester
 14th - 16th June 2019

The 1979 year met in 
Manchester for a June weekend 
to celebrate 40 years since their 
graduation. The reunion followed on 
from a very successful get-together 
in Christchurch, New Zealand in 
2015. 

The weekend was hosted by 
Tony Kaye, who had returned to his 
Mancunian roots to follow his career 
in General Practice. Sixty-one of the 
original year attended. With spouses 
and partners, the total party reached 
three figures. The numbers included 
those who started 2nd MB in 1974 
and those who made up the last 1st 
MB year in 1973.

The centre of activities was the 
Radisson Blu in the middle of the city. 
Friday evening involved a welcome 
evening at a local canal-side bar. 
On Saturday, many of us were 
treated to a fascinating tour of the 
city by local broadcaster, Jonathan 
Schofield. The “piece de resistance” 
was the formal dinner at the hotel. 
The group was entertained by after-
dinner talks from John Watkinson 
and Tony Kaye – both nostalgic and 
hilarious. Several of the year had to 
provide medical advice mid-dinner 
to members of the Indian Cricket 
team with whom we were sharing 
the hotel facilities. For those still 
standing, lunch was taken on Sunday 
before the “grand depart”.

Year members travelled from 

all over the world including New 
Zealand, Australia and Canada. 
Inevitably, topics of conversation 
gradually change with each reunion 
– retirement and grandchildren 
appearing now on the agenda.

Overall, the weekend made 
us all realise how fortunate we had 
been to be accepted by the Free into 
such a sociable and supportive year 
where friendships have persisted 
for so many decades. The next 
reunion is being planned for 2024 in 
Amsterdam.

Bill Ribbans
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Reunions

1983 REUNION

On 22nd October 2018, just under 70 of the Class of 1983 met in Cheltenham at the Queen’s Hotel for a great 
reunion.  Black tie and evening dresses set off the occasion to a tee.  A little older and wiser – but many just the same 
as ever!  Travellers from New Zealand, Canada and the USA joined us, in addition to a bevy of retirees from their French 
hideaways.  We exchanged many tales and great memories and even had an offer to hold the next reunion in Texas!!

Chris Renfrew

1984 REUNION

A reunion of members of the year of 1984 was held on 15th June, to mark 35 years since graduation.  We met at 
the Ettington Chase Hotel near Stratford upon Avon.  Attendance was rather lower than for the previous reunion 5 years 
earlier, but despite that it was a most enjoyable event.  People came from as far away as Australia and Malaysia for the 
reunion.  As we are reaching retirement age now, it was generally felt to be a good excuse to meet more frequently!  Our 
next get together is likely to be in 2021, in London.  

Back row left to right:  Aurangzeb Khan, Ravi Ramaswami, Carolyn Howe, Steve Hunt, Arv Sadana, Barbara Hanak, 
Glyn Williams, Tony Watkinson, David McPherson, Gill McCarthy, Stephanie Taylor, Aishah Knight, David Buckley Amanda 
McNaughton (née Bradley)

Front Row left to right:  Caroline Spencer (née Foulger), Sally Mason, Rosie Dennis, Felicity Cooper, Christine Corrin, 
Remo Papini, Ruth Stone.

Barbara Hanak
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mEdICAL ELECTIVE – KAmPALA, UGANdA 

Uganda, a landlocked Eastern African country with 
one of the youngest populations in the world. Its capital, 
Kampala, is buzzing with life – its roads jammed with traffic 
and streets heaving with crowds at all times of a day. The 
UN classifies Uganda as a Least Developed country - a 
label reflective of the low average income, poor health 
and educational standards and economic vulnerability. 
A label which, at times, does not make sense when out 
in the buzz and beauty of Kampala, but it only takes a 
moment in the most well-resourced public hospital in the 
country for this delusion to disappear. 

Labour ward
 “Labour ward is chaotic, you have to be tough, don’t 

come back here crying like the rest of the Mzungus”, was 
how the elective coordinator ended our introductory 
meeting.

The ward was a large room, with clusters of beds 
throughout and crowds of unclothed women lining the 
floor, being attended to by doctors, midwifes and medical 
students. A police officer, armed with a baton, patrolled 
up and down the ward, occasionally telling a woman 
in labour with no form of analgesia to calm down and 
quieten down or she would have to be removed. 

I soon learnt the routine of the ward: deliver baby, 
deliver placenta, weigh baby, move mother onto the floor 
and the next women onto the bed. Occasionally, this 
routine was disturbed by a shoulder dystocia, a breech 

delivery or a twin delivery. Occasionally, a distressed 
newborn would be taken to the resuscitation area and 
attached to the oxygen tank, whether or not the tank 
was empty, the routine stayed the same. Occasionally, 
obstructed labour was diagnosed, and the patient 
added to the emergency caesarean section list. But with 
an average time between being listed to receiving an 
emergency C-section at the hospital being 30 hours, we 
could only wait and at times beg the charge nurse for 
some paracetamol - providing this limited resource to the 
patient helped us cope with their pain, far more than it 
helped the patient’s pain. 

The last patient I met on the ward was Mrs M. She 
called me over to say she was feeling unwell. I took her 
blood pressure, 240/110. The ward doctor advised what 
medications she needed to start on and to send bloods. 
She had no family with her, which meant she had no one 
to get medications from the pharmacy and no one to take 
her bloods to the only functioning lab for public hospitals 
in the city, which was about half an hour away. “If she has 
no one with her there is nothing you can do for her”, I 
was told. 

Elective Reports

Uganda
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Anxhela Gradeci
UCL Medical School

So, I got hold of medication. Then I took a bus 
to the lab and waited for the results, the patient had 
HELLP syndrome. I returned to the hospital, showed the 
consultant, and then left – now there was nothing else I 
could do. The next morning she had been moved to HDU 
after being induced. I went to see her, she asked me to 
check if her baby was alive. There were 98 babies in the 
NICU that day, four or five per incubator. Eventually in 
an incubator of five, I saw a tiny baby with the mother’s 
name on the wrist band, I ran up to tell her. 

INFECTIOUS dISEASES

Paediatric
“What is the most common cause of fever in a 

child?”, asked the consultant. “Malaria”, the 20 medical 
students on the ward round responded in synchrony. 
Almost every patient on the ward had a diagnosis of 
severe or cerebral malaria, with the occasional measles, 
disseminated schistosomiasis or TB. 

The next patient on the ward round was a 2-year-old 
boy with cerebral malaria who had deteriorated. “Move 
him to HDU” the consultant decided. Everyone stopped. 
The medical student assigned to the patient, walked over 
splitting the ward round crowd, lifted the child and then 
placed him in a cot two beds down, labelled ‘HDU’ with a 
handwritten sign, and the ward round continued. 

Later that week we met two twins admitted from an 
orphanage with malnutrition and sepsis. Orphaned from 
a maternal death, they were thought to be 4 months old, 
weighed under 1kg, each with a cannula wrapped tightly 
around their forehead. They continued to spike fevers 
despite treatment. 

The next morning, we arrived to find a crowd of 30 
people from the local community and orphanage outside 
of the ward praying for the “last twin”. We were told that 
one of the twins had died overnight. Later that day the 
second twin also died – like their mother, they had become 
victims of the poverty cycle they were born trapped into, 
and concern from the community came too late. 

Adult
The ward was warm and overcrowded, with patients 

wrapped in thick blankets and the doctors, nurses and 
medical students hidden behind large protective face 
masks. Most patients had a combination of HIV with TB 
or cryptococcal meningitis. In one corner of the ward the 
patients were under mosquito nets blackened with an 
inner layer of dark fabric – the tetanus corner. Although a 
vaccine preventable disease, only a few of the patients in 
this corner made it through their critical condition. 

Our six weeks in Kampala came to an end. During 
this time, we saw how a severely under-resourced 
system functions to serve a large population with a high 
burden of disease. We saw how medical practice must be 
adapted to function in such conditions and how ultimately 
the population bears the consequences of an under-
resourced system. 
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With the help of the Royal Free Association Elective 
Bursary, I was able to undertake an elective on the 
Infectious Diseases ward at Taipei Veterans General 
Hospital in Taiwan. I’m very grateful for the bursary I 
received and would love to share with you some memories 
and photos from my trip! 

Academically, the elective was rewarding and 
challenging. Although many aspects of medicine are 
very similar to the UK, one of the first major differences I 
noticed were the use of antibiotics. Drugs that I am more 
used to hearing about in the context of serious infection 
were being used first line in some cases, for example I came 
across many patients on ertapenem and meropenem. I 
found that doctors were often more inclined to start with 
the “best” antibiotic rather than saving them for serious 
or drug-resistant infections. As such, there were high rates 
of drug resistance in the hospital. I certainly learned a lot 
about antibiotics and I have also gained a new respect for 
our antibiotic stewardship in the UK. 

I also found it quite difficult to keep up with the 
range of infections that patients seemed to come in with, 
often having abscesses with bacteria I had never heard of! 
However, despite the warm, humid climate, I rarely saw 
patients suffering with severe tropical infections. Rates of 
most tropical diseases are low in Taiwan, and I imagine 
that having a National Healthcare system helps to keep 
the general population healthy too. I came across many 
patients from different social classes in the hospital who 
were very grateful that the hospital was able to care for 
them even if they couldn’t pay. 

Aside from medicine, I had an amazing time 
exploring Taipei and Taiwan. Highlights for me would be 
the beautiful scenery and hiking trails, and the amazing 
food, particularly at the famous night markets of which 
we sampled many! I hope you enjoy this small selection 
of photos that capture some of my favourite memories. 
I would like to thank the RFA again for giving me this 
opportunity to help me pursue a career in Infectious 
Diseases; I’m pleased to say I have secured a foundation 
job that includes an ID rotation, which I can’t wait to get 
stuck into! 

Taiwan

Caitlin mcGreevy
UCL Medical School
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Earlier this year I was thrilled and hugely appreciative 
to learn that I was to receive the Royal Free Association 
bursary to enable my Elective placement in the 
Department of Paediatrics at Goa Medical College (GMC), 
India. I am in my final year of MBBS at UCL, and really 
hoping to pursue a career in Infectious Disease. I have 
also been involved in Global Health research since starting 
university, through an organization called Polygeia. Then, 
in 2015 I had the incredible opportunity to undertake 
a laboratory placement at Christian Medical College in 
Vellore, Tamil Nadu, where I contributed to a project 
looking at immune responses to a new rotavirus vaccine. 
I was therefore particularly excited to gain a placement at 
GMC, not only because I’d loved being in Southern India 
before, but also for the chance to experience healthcare 
delivery in a setting very different to the UK. Lastly, I was 
particularly enthusiastic because my supervisor at GMC 
had research interests in Infectious Disease.

Goa Medical College and Hospital is a Government 
funded tertiary care and teaching hospital. The Paediatric 
department is large with 52 children’s beds and almost 
50 neonatal beds, plus a PICU with up to 14 children at a 
time. The department runs open-access outpatient clinics 
where upwards of 60 children are seen every morning in a 
four room complex: it is loud, extremely busy and verges on 
chaotic, yet manages the near impossible task of triaging 
and managing children presenting with anything from a 
viral respiratory infection to meningitis, tuberculomas 
and severe untreated congenital cyanotic heart disease. 
As well as attending these clinics, and spending time on 
each of the wards, I had the wonderful opportunity to 
assist in the PICU. There I gained invaluable experience 
in managing acutely sick children and encountered and 

observed management of some very difficult ethical 
dilemmas such as DNA CPR decisions. I will never forget 
the conversations I had with the inspiring families coping 
with the challenge of caring for seriously unwell children.

Citizens of Goa State are eligible for free treatment 
after registering with government hospitals like GMC 
– though prescriptions largely need to be paid for. 
However, in India healthcare provision is dominated not 
by state services but by the private sector.  In 2013-2014, 
4.02% of GDP was spent on health, yet the only 1.15% 
came from the government (below average for low- and 
middle-income countries). Healthcare funding is largely 
“out-of-pocket-spending”, with limited contributions 
from insurance schemes. The interplay between the 
public and private health sector was very visible during 
my placement.  For example, at the end of nearly every 
clinic there would be a small queue of pharmaceutical 
company representatives wielding colourful brochures 
advertising the latest formulations of their antibiotics, 
vitamins and, more often, symptomatic remedies with no 
licence as medical therapy. They always left free samples, 
and when they had gone the registrars would scoop these 
up from the table and deliver them to the wards to give 
to the patients’ families who simply couldn’t afford to pay 
for the drugs that had been prescribed for them in the 
government hospital. 

I was also struck by the acknowledgement of and 
huge tolerance for plurality in health belief systems that I 
witnessed while at GMC. For example, a large proportion 
of children attending outpatient clinics had a black mark 
drawn on their faces in kajal or eyeliner, which I learnt is a 
commonplace practice in Southern India to protect them 
against misfortune, including ill-health. I also greatly 

Goa
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enjoyed speaking to the father of one of the patients in the 
neurodevelopmental physiotherapy clinic who was himself 
a consultant homeopathist. When I asked him if he also 
practiced homeopathy on his child he replied “of course, 
it works wonderfully”. He felt that while homeopathy was 
a district model of medicine there was no contradiction 
in utilizing both “allopathic” and “homeopathic” methods 
to help his child. This multiformity of medical models and 
philosophies is perhaps less surprising when one considers 
that 22.8% of doctors in India are Ayurvedic, homeopathic 
or Unani healers.

I could write for pages about each interesting, 
exciting or memorable moment I had during my Elective, 
both on the placement and in exploring the beautiful 
and fascinating local area and beyond. It has inspired me 
and galvanized me for the next stages in starting out as 
a junior doctor and then pursuing a career in Infectious 
Disease. For now, though, the most important thing I want 
to say is thank you so, so much for supporting me for this 
placement– without you it would not have happened and 
I will always be incredibly grateful.

References:
Gupta, I., Bhatia, M. (2017) The Indian Healthcare System. [ONLINE] Available at: http://international.

commonwealthfund.org/countries/india/. [Accessed 22 June 2019]
Fan, V., Anand. (2016) The Health Workforce in India. Available at: http://www.who.int/hrh/resources/16058health_

workforce_India.pdf?ua=1&ua=1  [Accessed 22 June 2019]

My elective placement was spent in a Bel Air Hospital 
in Panchgani, India, a rural HIV and TB hospital. I chose 
this placement due to my interests  in infectious diseases 
and HIV medicine in particular. Going to India came highly 
recommended by students in the year above and I hoped 
it  would offer me the opportunity to see medicine in a 
very different setting to a London teaching hospital.

I spent 6 weeks on the HIV wards in Bel Air 
Hospital and attending outpatient clinics in the larger 
Mahabaleshwar rural hospital. The ward rounds gave 
me a breadth of experience in the various opportunistic 
infections affecting AIDS patients. These conditions were 
up until that point ones that I had only ever read about in 
books, and that a UK based student or doctor would rarely, 
if ever, see. In Bel Air, CD4 counts of below 10 were a daily 

occurrence, tuberculosis and pneumocystis pneumonia 
were common presentations and AIDS related cancers a 
frequent differential. 

The hospital was set up originally in 1912 as a 
sanatorium for TB sufferers by Dr Rustomji Billimoria on 
land donated by the Tata family, who were a local rich 
business family . In those days, fresh air and good nutrition 
were all that could be offered to these patients, and the 
comparatively cool climate of the Panchgani hills and good 
quality food on offer were ideal for these purposes. As the 
latter half of the 20th century came around, the number 
of patients dropped as antibiotics made sanatoriums 
no longer necessary and the hospital began to appear 
obsolete. With the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s and 
beyond, TB cases once again became far more common 

Cassandra Fairhead
UCL Medical School

IndIa
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and HIV coinfection provided a large patient base that 
needed dedicated care. Bel Air was repurposed into a 
HIV specialist centre and continues to this day with this 
mission, under the oversight of the Indian Red Cross.

The hospital is a collection of small buildings 
with large, open windows, surrounded by trees and 
wildlife. In many ways it is like a village in itself, with a 
shop, dormitories and houses for the staff, playgrounds 
for the children of staff and patients alike, and a dairy 
farm set up to provide nutritious whole milk for the 
often malnourished patients. New developments are 
constantly springing up thanks to generous donations 
from individuals and organisations. A new site down the 
hill promises to provide bed space for patients who are 
afraid, due to ever-present stigma, to stay near the HIV 
wards. A recently dug reservoir hopes to provide water 
during the drier months when droughts are frequent 
and problematic. Vegetable gardens are cultivated by the 
dedicated staff to provide good quality local produce for 
the kitchens which feed the staff and patients.

Although HIV therapy is free of charge in India, lack 
of education and, frequently, the means of transport 
to get to the regional office to collect the medications, 
mean that patients miss out doses for weeks and end 
up presenting to the hospital quite unwell. The average 
patient I saw tended to be a middle aged person who 
has lived with HIV for a decade or more. Although 
discussions of sex were taboo and contraception was 
not mentioned, the primary mode of transmission is 
heterosexual intercourse. Mother to child transmission is 
also frequently seen among the younger cases. Perhaps 
due to the stigma around discussions of sex, a young 
person diagnosed with HIV at the hospital was counselled 
to remain abstinent from that point onwards and to not 
have any children. This was both interesting and difficult 
to see: that in an area with continuing rates of sexual 
transmission, condoms are not only not advocated by 
doctors, but are never spoken of. 

The cultural barrier was a challenge for myself and 
the other UK medical students on the placement. It 
was considered indecent for a male medical student to 
auscultate a woman’s chest, and asking a patient how 
they contracted HIV was out of the question. Standards of 
safety were also often surprising, with sharps bins on HIV 
wards often being just an open bucket, and used needles 
quite commonly abandoned on the floor. Doctors were 
never seen washing their hands, white coat wearing was 
mandatory for all clinical staff, and sterile gloves were 
never used, even for surgical procedures. This was a lot 
to get used to. Speaking up was not easy either, as we 
were visitors and did not feel able to impose our views. 
Another issue was confidentiality: patients cases were 
discussed in front of the gathered congregation of all the 
families of the patients on the ward.

The language barrier was another difficulty. Although 
English was the primary language in the medical notes, 
these were rarely detailed, and the verbal interactions 
between patients and staff were always in either Hindi or 
Marathi. The majority of the elective students spoke not 
a word of either and so we had to wait until the doctors 
got a moment to translate for us, meaning we rarely got 
a very detailed account. Taking a history from a patient 
was understandably almost impossible, and examining 
only really possible with a doctor present so that they 
were able to explain to the patient what we were asking 
permission to do.

Despite these challenges, I gained a lot of insight 
into HIV medicine during my 6 week placement. Mostly 
I learnt a lot about how a charity hospital is run and how 
Indian healthcare differs from the NHS. This helped me to 
both appreciate the system I have spent the majority of 
my training in, as well as see the flip side and the merits 
of a different way of relating to patients and disease. The 
lack of state of the art facilities and resources in such a 
modest rural hospital means the skills of the clinician are 
very different from what we are taught to do, having to 
be pragmatic and opportunistic to promote the health of 
their patients and the patients families. I really enjoyed my 
experience in India and am grateful to the lovely patients, 
students and staff I met there, as well as for the generous 
bursaries that allowed the trip to happen. I can safely say 
I would not have had a similar experience within the UK, 
and this is after all what the elective is meant to be about.

Zofia Gibbins
UCL Medical School
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Dear Royal Free Association,

Hardship Bursary 

I am writing to you to express my thanks for the 
opportunity to receive your generous bursary. Upon 
entering my clinical years at UCL Medical School, I have 
experienced how demanding, both emotionally and 
financially the course can be. Hence, I was overwhelmingly 
grateful and appreciative to learn that I was selected by 
UCL Medical School Student Support as the recipient of 
your bursary this year.

This September, I have started studying for my 4th 
Year in the MBBS programme, having completed an iBSc 
in Medical Anthropology last year. Through having such 
a cosmopolitan experience in London throughout my 
studies, I have encountered people of many cultures 
and walks of life, thus I plan to pursue a career with an 
international health organisation. As a student from a 
quiet village in northern England, my experience in London 

has been simultaneously inspiring, yet also financially 
turbulent, however, it is this same awe at the courageous 
people I meet that propels me through each clinical 
rotation. Your generosity has allowed me to continue to 
follow my dream of providing healthcare and support to 
those in need, both at home and abroad, whilst gaining 
the best knowledge I can of health problems in diverse 
communities here in London. 

Lastly, I must once again thank you wholeheartedly 
for giving me the opportunity to continue with my studies, 
and through lightening my financial burden, allowing me 
to focus gaining as much experience and knowledge as 
possible in the UCL MBBS programme. Your generosity 
has inspired me to use these skills in the future, to help 
in whatever way I can, to give back to the community and 
support others in their goals and aspirations – whether 
they be medical or not. 

Yours Sincerely,
Anastasia Krywonos

Dear Royal Free Association, 

I am incredibly grateful for your generosity in donating towards my Hardship Bursary. It was a relief to learn I was 
selected by UCL Medical School Student Support as the recipient of your bursary this year. It made me truly happy to 
realise that there were donors out there willing to help students during their studies. The donation has already helped me 
a great deal and I cannot thank you enough. 

I am currently a 5th year student on the MBBS programme and am enjoying it thoroughly so far. It has been a 
wonderful opportunity to have this experience at UCL, shadowing medical professionals, not only many at the top of 
their fields but also who truly love the work they are doing. My enjoyment of the course has increased year on year and I 
continue to pursue a career in medicine in the hope that one day I will also qualify as a doctor. 

I cannot express how grateful I am to receive this donation, it has lightened my financial burden allowing me to focus 
more on the most important aspect of school, learning. Your generosity will stay with me and I hope one day in the future 
I will also be able to donate to students in similar situations. Until then, you have inspired me to do what I can to help and 
support others around me. Thank you! 

Yours truly, 
Annie marie mosley 

Below are letters of thanks to the Royal Free Association from students who have received bursaries from us over 
the last year. 
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Dear Mrs George M Smith and Royal Free Association, 

Mrs George M Smith bursary and Royal Free Association Elective Bursary 

I am writing to thank you for your generosity in awarding me with funds from the above bursaries. Although I 
was very much looking forward to my elective, the prospect of funding it was a great source of stress for me. Knowing 
that I will receive this money has already helped me to relax about my finances and focus on other aspects of my 
elective. 

I am in my final year of medicine, and although I do not know exactly what career I would like to pursue in 
medicine, I have always been particularly interested in Infectious Diseases. Having really enjoyed the academic side 
of ID, I can’t wait to explore the clinical aspects in more detail on my elective. I am particularly excited to see how 
different ID can be as a speciality in Taiwan in comparison with the UK. I would really like to spend some time brushing 
up on my ID knowledge before I go so that I can feel fully prepared to immerse myself in the subject, and knowing 
that I am now more financially secure means I can spend less time worrying about money and more time reading up 
on ID. I am so grateful for that. 

Now that I have received this bursary, I am even more motivated to make the most of my elective and use the 
opportunity to inform my future career. I hope that I will be successful enough in the future to be able to give back, 
in the way that you have. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Caitlin mcGreevy

Dear Royal Free Association,

I am writing to thank you for your generous support 
in the form of the Royal Free Association bursary. I was 
thrilled to have the fortune of being selected as the 
recipient this year.

I’m a graduate student currently in the 5th year 
of the course. Since the start of the course, studying 
Medicine at UCL has allowed me to develop personally 
and professionally much more than I could have 
imagined. Every year has changed my perspective and 
influenced what my future career might be. In the 
preclinical years I discovered a love for anatomy through 
the privilege of cadaveric dissection. So much so that I 
now help to teach anatomy as a near peer ‘blue coat’ 
demonstrator. As part of volunteering we have some 
training in teaching - from lesson planning to asking 
questions that encourage connecting the seen anatomy 
to clinical presentations. Through this experience I know 
that I want to contribute to medical education in some 
way in my future career. 

During the clinical years my interest in anatomy 
has been reinforced though the surgical rotations and 
most recently our Obstetric placement. The privilege of 
supporting women though the miracle of childbirth was 
an amazing experience. The opportunity to assist during 

such a special time, while also developing surgical skills 
probably makes this the ideal specialty for me in the 
future, and as such I’m planning to take this path after 
qualifying. 

As a graduate student, funding an undergraduate 
Medicine degree can be extremely difficult. Being 
unable to apply for tuition fee loans, along with the 
ever-increasing cost of living naturally sets up a tricky 
balance between study and earning money. Your 
generous support will help tip this in the favour of study 
and will relieve a significant source of anxiety. I will have 
more time to contribute to the medical school through 
volunteering, and to the wider university through clubs 
and societies. Your support will help me to reach my 
academic potential and allow me to make the most of 
all the opportunities studying Medicine at UCL provides. 
Thank you again for your incredibly generous support – 
it will make a huge different to me.

Yours Sincerely,
Jem Holland
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Dear Members of the Royal Free Association, 

I am writing to thank you for your generous Royal Free Association Elective Bursary.  I was thrilled and very appreciative 
to learn that I was selected as the recipient. 

I am currently in my final year of the MBBS programme, and really hoping to pursue a career in Infectious Disease and 
Tropical Medicine. I have been involved in Global Health research since my first year of university, through an organization 
called Polygeia, and in 2015 I had the incredible opportunity to undertake a laboratory placement at Christian Medical 
College in Vellore, Tamil Nadu, where I contributed to a project looking at immune responses to a new rotavirus vaccine. 
I am particularly excited for my upcoming elective placement, which is at Goa Medical College, because I will be placed 
in the Paediatrics department with a doctor whose research interest is rotavirus in particular as well as infectious disease 
more generally. I anticipate learning a great deal from this placement, not only in terms of medical knowledge (of which 
I’m sure I will learn a lot) but also about the Indian health system and the social context of health in this part of India. 
I’m hoping that it will help towards my career aspirations, and so I am immensely grateful for your bursary in helping me 
towards that goal. 

Without your generosity I would find this elective very challenging to fund, and the Royal Free Association Elective 
Bursary has lightened my financial burden such that I can now focus on learning and building my skills as I work towards 
becoming a doctor next August. Your generosity made me feel so supported - it’s wonderful to think that I am joining a 
profession which helps and nurtures its new members. I hope one day I will be able to help students achieve their goals 
just as you have helped me. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Cassandra Fairhead

Dear Royal Free Association, 

Royal Free Association Electives Bursary 

I am writing to thank you for awarding me an electives bursary. I was so pleased to hear that I have been selected for 
this generous funding. I want to take this opportunity to say how grateful I am and tell you what an impact this will have 
on my ability to travel with medicine this academic year. 

I am currently in my sixth year of medical school, having transferred from Cambridge in 2016. I have been planning 
my elective trip to India for over a year but the cost of flights, VISA and accommodation were quite worrying. My plan is to 
go to a Red Cross hospital near Mumbai which is a HIV and TB specialist centre. It also provides other services to the local 
region, such as overseeing community maternity services. Working in a rural hospital in a developing country will help me 
to understand how medicine is practised in a setting very different from my studies in London teaching hospitals. It is also 
a great opportunity for me to see pathology and presentations I would not otherwise encounter. I am looking forward to 
the learning opportunities this trip will expose me to in my final year of studies as I prepare for practise in the near future. 

By awarding me this bursary, you have significantly lightened the financial burden this trip will involve and allowed 
me to focus my attention on more important matters, such as my SJT exam this Friday and my upcoming finals in a few 
months’ time. I believe the elective experience will add great value to my time at medical school and I am glad that I 
will have to chance to fully take advantage of this. I hope to be able to give back in the future in order to help younger 
generations of medics who, like me, might have financial difficulties in grasping the opportunities that the elective 
placement provides without assistance from generous groups such as yourselves. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Zofia Gibbins 
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Dear Royal Free Association,

I am writing you this letter as I was recently notified that I was being awarded the RFA’s new bursary to UCL 
Medical School graduate students in their penultimate year of study.

Firstly, I would like to thank you for generously offering graduate students an opportunity for such a bursary.
As a graduate student, it is very difficult to find additional funding for studies, especially in undergraduate courses 
like that at UCL.  The main reason for this is because graduates in ‘Year 5’, eg their fourth year of study, are not 
eligible for the NHS Bursary, unlike our fellow first-degree colleagues.  This has a huge impact on students financially, 
especially at UC, where students are required to commute across sites throughout London on speciality placements, 
and particularly when we are placed outside London at various district general hospitals.  This was one of the main 
reasons why I applied for this bursary, as due to various responsibilities that I have in Central London, I am required 
to commute in and out of London and between various central sites on a regular basis, which is inevitably difficult 
financially.  In addition to my involvement in teaching younger students, I am also very interested in research – both 
scientific and educational.  The funds you have provided me with will enable me to better demonstrate the research 
I have done both nationally and internationally at conferences and to share my experiences with others.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at UCL.  I completed my first degree here studying a BSc in Biomedical 
Sciences (now with various other students in my medicine cohort).  Since then, I have always engaged in UCL-based 
work activities, now more so for the extra benefit of paid work, such as Open Days and working with graduation and 
enrolment staff.  Admittedly, my application as a graduate was not my first at UCL; in fact, I had applied once before in 
2011.  Throughout Biomedical Sciences, although finding a passion for research in the field of Developmental Biology 
(and almost accepting a PhD), medicine was always on my mind.  I feel that I made the correct decision in choosing 
this profession as I believe it truly reflects what I want in a career, with a challenge for learning, a requirement to 
constantly update my prior knowledge and a need for educating those more junior.

I cannot express enough my gratitude for the bursary that you have awarded me.  I am extremely committed to 
my education and to improving the educational experiences of others on my course; the support you have provided 
me with will greatly contribute to my ability to continue doing this and to finishing my degree.  

For the moment I with to remain anonymous as the recipient of this bursary.  However, if I ever change my mind 
in future, I will inform you of this decision.

Yours sincerely
Year 5 medical Student, UCL

Dear Royal Free Association, 

RFA Elective Bursary 

I am writing to thank you for your generous bursary. I was so happy and appreciative to learn that I was selected 
by your members as the recipient of your bursary this year. 

I am currently in my final year of the MBBS programme. I plan to pursue a career in medicine upon graduating 
in July 2019. In April 2019, I will be undertaking an eight-week elective placement in Kampala, Uganda. During the 
placement I will be spending my time in the Obstetrics and Gynaecology department and the Infectious Diseases 
department in Mugalo Hospital. Thanks to you, I am able to undertake this placement. 

By awarding me the RFA Elective Bursary you have lightened my financial burden which will allow me to attend 
the elective placement. Your generosity has inspired me to help others and give back to the community. I hope one 
day I will be able to help students achieve their goals just as you have helped me. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Anxhela Gradeci 
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ROGER CRABTREE

MBBS Royal Free, London 1977
DRCOG  1978
Diploma of  Medical  Education, Dundee.1995
Certificate in Drug Misuse Management  RCGP 2008

GP Educator and Sailor

Born in the Isle of Man into a Naval and Teaching 
Family, Roger grew up mending things; from cat’s broken 
legs to bicycle frames and car engines. After language A 
levels at school, he changed tack to study 1st MB at the 
Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine. Here he was 
notably a flamboyant Editor of the Royal Free Journal, 
Secretary to the Royal Free Dramatic Society; using his 
eccentric graphic and cartoonist abilities equally for the 
1974 Student Film, which  portrayed the move of the 
Hospital from Grays Inn Road to Hampstead.

 As GPs in East Molesey, Surrey, he and his wife 
Barbara rebuilt their pre-war houseboat as a sea-going 
vessel, the first indication of his devotion to wooden boat 
preservation and use.

In Somerset from 1985-2006 he was one of the 
founder members of the West Somerset Young GPs 
Support Group; an educational and social forum for new 
GPs. He led medical student and GP registrar training 
in his practice in Bishops Lydeard, and  was one of the 
first to apply modern adult learning methodology to 
continuing medical education. He was instrumental in 
forming  the highly successful Deane Doctors;  the out of 
hours co-operative in the Taunton area, as he believed 
that  work-life balance was an essential pre-requisite to 
mental health. He was GP Tutor at Taunton’s Postgraduate 
Centre, facilitating closer  co-operative working between 
primary and secondary care.

On leaving practice in 2006 he put his lump sum 
into buying Tectona, an 85 foot gaff-rigged ketch built 
entirely of teak on a beach in India in 1928. In 2008 
with Barbara and 10 friends he sailed her from the 
Mediterranean to Plymouth, where she had been the 
sail training vessel for the Plymouth School of Navigation 
from the 1960’s to 1980. He founded the Tectona Trust, 
which aims to provide, through experience  of the sea on 

a traditional sailing vessel a milieu to help people of all 
ages, but particularly adults in recovery from addiction 
and mental health problems. Roger applied his skills as a 
sailor, educator, boat repairer and engineer, in supporting 
the running of Tectona. The larger Island Trust Charity 
maintained and paid for crew for her from 2009-2018, in 
return for her use to help disadvantaged young people.

Through Plymouth University Roger  has initiated 
development of training courses to improve the standards 
of sail training for their professional crews. Since 2014 
he has been Tutor for a uniquely popular “Self Selected 
Unit” through the Humanities Department entitled “At 
Sea With Recovery”. Here 2 medical students learn about 
recovery from addiction by joining 10 people in recovery 
plus 3 professional crew on a week’s voyage.

Roger collapsed while sailing single-handed in his 
smaller ketch Good Hope, in Plymouth Sound. He was able 
to send a Mayday call, and had just dropped the mainsail 
and started the engine. He died 2 days later in hospital .

Roger’s charisma, wisdom, warmth, compassion and 
wit were inspirational to many doctors, not least in his 
role as appraiser and later pastoral officer for individuals 
and practices, working for the LMC, in which he was still 
actively involved when he died. 

Roger as seafarer was remarkable for  his zest, 
cheerfulness, his empathy with others, and unquenchable 
enthusiasm which he shared by word and deed. His vision 
for Recovery at Sea continues to be carried forward as a 
legacy to an unforgettable man.

He leaves his wife, 2 children, one grandchild, 2 
brothers, and his mother aged 100.

Barbara Crabtree
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dR ROBERT dICK
(7th November 1937 – 26th April 2019)

It is with great sadness that we record the passing 
of Dr Robert Dick on the 26th of April 2019. Bob was a 
Consultant Radiologist at the Royal Free from 1970 until 
his retirement in 1997. He is particularly remembered 
for his expertise in hepatobiliary radiology, his skill in 
interventional techniques and his role in establishing this 
as a super-specialty. He was also an inspirational trainer 
and teacher. He played squash and tennis, competing with 
enthusiasm, and is also remembered for his participation 
over several years in the Royal Free Pantomime – an 
activity which drew together staff from across the whole 
hospital. He was also a gifted pianist.

I was privileged to have known Bob since I started 
working on the Liver Unit in 1977, but the details of his life 
story below are taken from his wife, Diana’s memorable 
eulogy which she gave at his funeral.  

Bob Dick was born in Sydney, Australia, on the 7th of 
November 1937, the son of Robert and Molly Dick, he a 
family doctor, and she, who had trained and worked as a 
pharmacist.   In 1941, because of the extension of the War 
to the Pacific, his father volunteered for the Army Medical 
Corps, and Bob was moved inland to Bowral – to avoid the 
effects of the war in Sydney. At the end of the war in 1945, 
his father returned home, after spending over 3 years as a 
Japanese prisoner of war.

Bob had two brothers and a sister. He was educated 
at Riverview Jesuit College in Sydney. As a child he would 
accompany his father on home visits, and although 
usually staying in the car, if there was a piano in the 
patient’s house, he would be allowed in to sit and play – 
showing a remarkable capacity to play from ear from an 
early age – a gift that he brought to social events later in 

life, memorably at parties at Sheila Sherlock’s home years 
later.

After qualifying with the Gold Medal in Medicine 
from the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney, he trained 
in radiology. He then decided that he wanted a higher 
qualification in radiology for which he had to come to the 
UK – and travelled here as a ship’s surgeon. He took up 
the radiology registrar post reserved for commonwealth 
graduates at the Middlesex Hospital. 

Through a childhood friend John Walker Smith (later 
Professor) and a family John knew in Seaford, Bob met his 
future wife Diana, also a doctor based in London. 

After qualifying FRCR, Bob was offered a post in 
Greece, at the Australian Embassy, since an Australian 
radiologist was needed to report on chest Xrays of 
migrants going, indeed being encouraged to go, from 
Europe to Australia. Bob and Diana married and went 
together to Athens for one year, in 1967. 

ANdREw BATTEN CLYmO
b 1936: q Royal Free 1959; MB, BS, FRCP, FRCPH

Consultant Paediatrician died from metastatic rectal 
cancer on 13th September 2018.

Andrew Clymo was appointed Consultant in 
Wolverhampton in 1974, following a wide-ranging early 
career including famine relief in Ethiopia with Oxfam. 
Paediatrics was then relatively undeveloped outside 
teaching hospitals and with his colleague he pioneered 
many new practices (including seven-day ward rounds), 
reducing first-year mortality by seventy five percent over 
five years. He had extremely high standards of medical care 
and expected the same from others, though at the same 

time known for his sense of fun. Later he initiated student 
rotation from Birmingham, became a host examiner for 
the Diploma in Child Health and was an honorary Senior 
Lecturer and Examiner at Birmingham University. After 
retirement he became a volunteer for the Human Tissue 
Authority, assessing for kidney donation. He leaves a wife 
and two sons.

Sara Clymo
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After returning from Greece, Bob took up a registrar 
post at King’s College Hospital early in 1969, but was then 
appointed as a Consultant Radiologist at the Royal Free 
Hospital in 1970. He also practiced at the Hospital of St 
John and St Elizabeth and the London Clinic. He and his 
family then settled in Hampstead Garden Suburb, his 
home for the next 25 years. 

At the Royal Free, Bob always said that his success 
was due to Sheila Sherlock and the work which came 
with her Liver Unit. But he was truly a founding father 
of Interventional Radiology and was the first recipient of 
the Gold Medal from the British Society of Interventional 
Radiology for his pioneering work. For some time he 
was the only Consultant at the Royal Free available for 
emergencies in radiology and thought nothing of going in 
at night to do a procedure after a full day’s work. 

He also devoted himself to undergraduate and 
postgraduate training, and gave his enthusiastic support 
to anyone considering going into radiology. He and his 
wife also sponsored an annual award (the Bob and Diana 
Dick Prize) for a Royal Free Medical Student who had 
made most progress during that year. 

Thus he had a very busy professional life, but was 
devoted to his family, wife Diana, children Elizabeth, 
John, Jennifer and Antonia, and his eleven grandchildren. 

Elizabeth became a Consultant Radiologist at St Mary’s 
and John a Consultant Anaesthetist at UCLH.

He also made the time to complete, over six years, 
an Art’s Degree at the Open University and had a lifelong 
love of music. 

In 1997, aged 60, he retired from the Royal Free, but 
according to Diana this phase only lasted 3 weeks – she has 
said that it was a bit like living with Victor Meldrew of TV 
fame, with Bob trying to direct everyone and everything! 
So he took up a Locum Consultant post in Radiology at 
King George Ilford and worked there for about the next 
10 years.

In the Spring of 2014 he developed neurological 
symptoms initially thought to be Parkinson’s disease. In 
September 2014 he travelled to Australia for his niece’s 
wedding, but this was the last visit that he made to see 
his family there. The diagnosis of Multiple System Atrophy 
was made in 2017, but he was realistic about the lack of 
specific therapy and predicted deterioration. 

He bore his illness with courage based on his firm 
religious faith, his wonderful family, his carers and his 
continued focus on life. As his final gift to medicine, 
research, and the benefit for others, he bequeathed his 
brain after his death to the National Hospital for Neurology 
and Neurosurgery at Queen Square.

dr James dooley

Obituaries

DR MARy G C A HuNTER (NéE DALE)
MB BS DA (1926 – 2018)

Mary was born Mary Georgina Catherine Anne Dale 
on 14 August 1926 in Thame, Oxfordshire.

She spent her childhood in Aylesbury, where her 
father was a G.P. and an anaesthetist.  She lived above the 
surgery until she was ten and she carried vivid memories 
of this throughout her life.

In June 1934 she started boarding school in Hayling 
Island, moving in 1939 to Hollington Park School in St. 
Leonards, near Hastings.  In June 1940 the school was 
evacuated to St Ives, Cornwall, where Mary spent three 
very happy years of which she often spoke.  From Autumn 
1943 she spent an academic year at St. Paul’s Girls’ School 
in Hammersmith.
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In October 1944 Mary began her medical studies 
at The London School of Medicine for Women (Royal 
Free Hospital) at its premises in No. 8 Hunter Street, 
Bloomsbury.  It was there that she met Anne Tottenham, 
her fellow student and future sister-in-law.  On 9 
February, 1945, during an anatomy lesson, Mary and 
Anne narrowly missed being directly hit by a V2 rocket 
that landed scarcely 100 yards away on what was then 
the Presbyterian Church House on the corner of Tavistock 
Place and Wakefield Street, leaving 34 dead.  The blast 
blew out the windows of their anatomy room, injuring 
one student, and destroyed such a substantial part of 
the fabric of the medical school that Mary and Anne 
had to complete their studies variously at St Mary’s 
Paddington (for physics), Guy’s Hospital in Southwark (for 
biochemistry) and the medical examination hall at Queen 
Square, Bloomsbury (for anatomy).  During this time Mary 
lived in lodgings successively in Barnes, Crouch End and 
Maida Vale.

Mary’s close friends amongst her fellow students at 
the Royal Free included Helen Dence (later Turner), Sheila 
Hogarth (later Gerhard), Dee Howells (later Clifford), 
and Sylvia Woodbridge (later Ackerley), who studied and 
relaxed together, attended each other’s weddings, and 
remained in contact for life.

Mary qualified in October 1950 and worked briefly in 
casualty at King George V Hospital in Ealing before starting 
what she called her “first real job” as a House Surgeon in 
obstetrics and gynaecology at the Royal Free Hospital at its 
Liverpool Road annex in Islington.  Anne, by then married 
to Brian Hunter, started there at the same time and it was 
through her that, in July 1951, Mary met Brian’s brother 
John, who was in the UK on leave from his job in the Sudan 
Political Service and had come up to London for dinner at 
the hospital.  They became engaged in September that 
same year at the end of John’s leave.  Mary then spent 
a further six months as a House Surgeon at The South 
London Hospital for Women at Clapham Common (again 
with Anne) before marrying John in April 1952 at Christ 
Church in Kensington.  After a honeymoon at Camp de 
Mar in the West of Mallorca (adventurously flying out 
in the earliest days of Mediterranean package holidays), 
they sailed from Tilbury to Port Sudan in June 1952.  From 
there they continued a further 900 miles south-west by 
road to Nahud, Kordofan, then a single province of nearly 
150,000 square miles in the southern part of the Sudan.  
John was Assistant District Commissioner responsible 

for the northern half of the province and, in due course, 
also Resident Magistrate.  There they established their 
first home.  As the region’s only trained doctor Mary was 
called on to provide medical services beyond the normal 
range of a House Surgeon at home, including diagnosing 
a case of smallpox and amputating a leg with John acting 
as scrub nurse. 

Mary returned to the UK in 1954, where in June she 
took up the post of Junior Anaesthetist and then Registrar 
at the Royal Surrey County Hospital in Guildford.  John 
returned to the UK the following year in anticipation of 
Independence and they established their second home 
in the Epsom Road. Mary continued her medical career, 
supporting John whilst he retrained as a Chartered 
Accountant, until their first son Geoffrey was born in April 
1959.  Robert followed in May 1961, by which time the 
family had moved to 47 Woodlands Park in Merrow.  In 
July 1966 the family moved again, to 9 Ennismore Avenue, 
which was to be Mary’s home for the next forty years.

With her sons now at school, Mary returned to 
work as an anaesthetist both at the Royal Surrey County 
Hospital, and also at other hospitals in Guildford and 
the surrounding area, including St. Luke’s, Milford 
and Haslemere Hospitals, successfully combining her 
professional career with raising children.

Mary retired from medicine in 1982 and turned to 
participating with enthusiasm in the educational activities 
of the West Surrey Association of Woman Graduates, the 
University of the 3rd Age and the Guildford Institute, and 
travelling widely in pursuit of her interests in the visual 
arts, music and French. At home she tended the garden 
at 9 Ennismore Avenue with devotion, joined John in his 
close involvement with Guildford Cathedral, and followed 
lovingly the lives of her sons, daughters-in-law, and four 
granddaughters.

Mary was declared visually impaired in 2004 and then 
blind in 2012, thanks mainly to macular degeneration, a 
disability that she bore with exemplary stoicism, never 
complaining nor seeking pity, just making of it the 
best that she could. Only occasionally did she become 
frustrated when others underestimated the extent of her 
impairment, because she hid it so well.

After John died in October 2014, Mary moved to 
Sunrise in Peasmarsh in September 2015, where she 
settled comfortably.  She followed John, peacefully, on 12 
July 2018.

Geoffrey Hunter
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COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING THIS POLICY TO: rfassociation@gmail.com 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

     
PRIVACY STATEMENT AND DATA PROTECTION POLICY OF  

THE ROYAL FREE ASSOCIATION (May 2018) 
 
1. The Administrator maintains the membership database to be able to send news and information to 

Members. 
2. The Treasurer/Secretary is able to access a copy of the database as a contingency in case the 

Administrator is unable to perform the role. 

3. Membership records may contain: 
- Name 
- Qualifications 
- Year of graduation or Membership status 
- Subscription amount paid and method of payment 
- Address  
- Email Address 
- List of RIPs/deleted Members 

4. The Administrator maintains the membership database in Access which is password protected  
on the Administrator's personal computer and in a password protected cloud backup. 

5. Every effort is made to ensure that virus protection is kept up-to-date and that anti-virus programmes  
are run on a regular basis.  

6.     The Administrator and Secretary/Treasurer use a Gmail account for the sole purpose of sending 
emails. The Gmail account is password protected. 

7.     The Administrator uses blind-copy (Bcc) when sending emails to more than one Member to ensure 
privacy. 

8.     The Administrator, from time to time, shares subsets of the membership database with other 
Members on request, for the purposes of organising reunions.  

9.     The Administrator does not share membership data with any external person or organisation.  In  
the event of a request being made for a Member’s record, the Member will be contacted by the 
Administrator in the first instance. 

10.      The Administrator does not process data. 

11.    The Administrator will respond within one month to a request from a Member to see their personal 
data record, and within one month to a request from a Member to remove their data from the 
membership database.   

12.    Records are kept indefinitely, unless a request for removal is received. 

The Royal Free Association 
(incorporating the Royal Free Old Students' Association  

and Members of the School) 
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Extra Thanks Go To...
RFA NEwSLETTER

IAIN SHENNAN

For designing and creating the newsletter.

SEBASTIAN SKELLY

Who performed at the Triennial Dinner in 
November

PROFESSOR TONY SCHAPIRA, 
DIRECTOR OF uCL ROyAL FREE CAMPuS AND VICE-DEAN, uCL

For continued support and provision of office space within the Royal Free.

FOR ANY COmmENTS, SUGGESTIONS OR INFORmATION THAT YOU wOULd LIKE PUBLISHEd IN THE 2020 
NEwSLETTER, PLEASE CONTACT TANYA AT:

RFassociation@gmail.com

ALL THE STAFF AT PRINTLINE, BELSIzE PARK

Thank you for all your hard work and continued support over 
many years in helping to print this Newsletter. 

http://www.printlinenw3.co.uk/

Other
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Dame Frances Gardner Bruce MacGillivray Arie  Zuckerman

Front and Back Covers

DEAN’S PORTRAITS 1874-1998 

These currently hang in the Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Committee Room on the Hampstead Campus.
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